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Abstract
Definite descriptions, such as ‘the General Chair of KR
2024’, are a semantically transparent device for object iden-
tification in knowledge representation. In first-order modal
logic, definite descriptions have been widely investigated for
their non-rigidity, which allows them to designate different
objects (or none at all) at different states. We propose expres-
sive modal description logics with non-rigid definite descrip-
tions and names, and investigate decidability and complexity
of the satisfaction problem. We first systematically link sat-
isfiability for the one-variable fragment of first-order modal
logic with counting to our modal description logics. Then, we
prove a promising NEXPTIME-completeness result for con-
cept satisfiability for the fundamental epistemic multi-agent
logic S5n and its neighbours, and show that some expressive
logics that are undecidable with constant domain become de-
cidable (but Ackermann-hard) with expanding domains. Fi-
nally, we conduct a fine-grained analysis of decidability of
temporal logics.

1 Introduction
Definite descriptions, like ‘the General Chair of KR 2024’,
are expressions of the form ‘the x such thatϕ.’ Together with
individual names such as ‘Pierre,’ they are used as referring
expressions to identify objects in a given domain (Reiter and
Dale 2000; Borgida, Toman, and Weddell 2016; Borgida,
Toman, and Weddell 2017).

Definite descriptions and individual names can also fail
to designate any object at all, as in the case of the definite
description ‘the KR Conference held after KR 2018 and be-
fore KR 2020,’ or the individual name ‘KR 2019.’ In order to
admit these as genuine terms of the language, while allow-
ing for their possible lack of referents, formalisms based on
free logic semantics have been developed (Bencivenga 2002;
Lehmann 2002; Indrzejczak 2021; Indrzejczak and Zaw-
idzki 2021). In contrast, classical logic approaches assume
that individual names always designate, and that definite
descriptions can be paraphrased in terms of existence and
uniqueness conditions, an approach dating back to Rus-
sell (1905). Recently, definite descriptions have been intro-
duced to enrich standard description logics (DLs) with nom-
inals, ALCO and ELO (Neuhaus, Kutz, and Righetti 2020;
Artale et al. 2020; Artale et al. 2021).

In particular, DLs ALCOιu and ELOιu (Artale et al. 2020;
Artale et al. 2021) include the universal role, u, as well as

nominals and definite descriptions of the form {ιC} (‘the
object inC’) as basic concept constructs, while also employ-
ing a free logic semantics that allows non-designating terms.
Hence, for instance, using nominal {kr24} to designate KR
2024, we can refer to the General Chair of KR 2024 by
means of the definite description {ι∃isGenChair.{kr24}}.
Then, inALCOιu, we can say that Pierre is the General Chair
of KR 2024 with the following concept:

∃u.({pierre} u {ι∃isGenChair.{kr24}}).

The free DLs ALCOιu and ELOιu have, respectively,
EXPTIME-complete ontology satisfiability and PTIME-
complete entailment problems, thus matching the complex-
ity of the classical DL counterparts.

Names and descriptions display interesting behaviours
also in modal (epistemic, temporal) settings. These are in-
deed referentially opaque contexts, where the intension (i.e.,
the meaning) of a term might not coincide with its exten-
sion (that is, its referent) (Fitting 2004). Here, referring
expressions can behave as non-rigid designators, meaning
that they can designate different individuals across different
states (epistemic alternatives, instants of time, etc.).

For example, in an epistemic scenario, even if everybody
is aware that Pierre is the General Chair of KR 2024, not ev-
eryone thereby knows that he is also the General Chair of the
(only, so far, and excluding virtual location) KR Conference
held in Southeast Asia, despite the fact that ‘the KR Con-
ference held in Southeast Asia’ and ‘KR 2024’ refer (to this
day) to the same object. Indeed, ‘the KR Conference held in
Southeast Asia’ can be conceived to designate another event
by someone unaware of its actual reference to KR 2024.
Similarly, in a temporal setting, ‘the General Chair of KR’
refers to Pierre in 2024, but will designate someone else over
the years. So, for instance, if we assume that Pierre works
and will continue working in Europe, we can conclude that
the General Chair of KR currently works in Europe, but we
should not infer that it will always remain the case.

Due to this fundamental and challenging interplay be-
tween designation and modalities, non-rigid descriptions
and names have been widely investigated in first-order
modal and temporal logics as individual concepts or flexible
terms capable of taking different values across states (Coc-
chiarella 1984; Garson 2001; Braüner and Ghilardi 2007;
Kröger and Merz 2008; Fitting and Mendelsohn 2012; Corsi



and Orlandelli 2013; Indrzejczak 2020; Orlandelli 2021;
Indrzejczak and Zawidzki 2023).

The aim of this contribution is to introduce modal DLs
that have sufficient expressive power to represent the phe-
nomena discussed above, explore their relationship to stan-
dard modal DLs without definite descriptions and non-
designating names, and investigate decidability and com-
plexity of reasoning in these languages.

In detail, we propose the languageMLnALCOιu , which is
a modalised extension of the free DLALCOιu. For instance,
under an epistemic reading of the modal operator 2, we
can express with anMLnALCOιu concept that of Pierre it is
known that he is the General Chair of KR 2024:

∃u.({pierre} u2{ι∃isGenChair.{kr24}}),
while of Pierre it is not known that he is the General Chair
of the KR Conference held in Southeast Asia:

∃u.({pierre} u ¬2{ι∃isGenChair.
{ι(KRConf u ∃hasLoc.SEAsiaLoc)}}).

In a temporal setting, where 2 is read as ‘always’ and
its dual 3 as ‘at some point in the future’, KR 2024 can be
made a rigid designator, which refers to the same object at all
time instants. This can be achieved, for example, by means
of an ontology that holds globally, at all time instants, and
consists of the following concept inclusion (CI):

{kr24} v 2{kr24}.
In contrast, we can use the nominal {kr} to refer to the cur-
rent edition of the KR Conference, for instance stating that
KR 2024 is the current KR Conference with the concept
∃u.({kr24}u {kr}). Moreover, by reading© as ‘next year’,
we can exploit its lack of rigidity to express, e.g., that there
will be other KR Conferences in the future, with the CIs:

> v 3∃u.{kr}, {kr} v ¬©{kr}.
Compared to first-order modal logics with non-rigid

designators (Stalnaker and Thomason 1968; Fitting and
Mendelsohn 2012), both the definition of the language and
the scope distinctions for modal operators are simplified in
modalised DLs, as first-order variables are replaced by a
class-based DL syntax that leaves quantification and predi-
cate abstraction implicit. It is, however, possible to translate
our modal DL back to a natural fragment of first-order modal
logic with definite descriptions and predicate abstraction.

In this work, we consider interpretations with both con-
stant domains (in which the first-order domain is fixed across
all worlds) and expanding domains (in which the domain
can grow when moving to accessible worlds). We first es-
tablish, for any class of Kripke frames and both constant
and expanding domains, polytime satisfiability-preserving
reductions (with and without ontology) to the language
MLnALCOu without definite descriptions. We will show that,
in addition, we can assume that each nominal designates in
every world, but importantly is still non-rigid.

We then study the satisfiability problem for various funda-
mental modal logics with epistemic and temporal interpreta-
tions. While for first-order modal logics with only rigid des-
ignators and no counting the restriction to monodic formulas

(in which modal operators are only applied to formulas with
a single free variable) very often ensures decidability, this
is no longer the case if non-rigid designators and/or some
counting are admitted (Gabbay et al. 2003). For our modal
DLs, this implies that the standard recipe for designing de-
cidable languages — apply modal operators only to concepts
— does not always work anymore. Here, we explore in de-
tail when this recipe still works, and when it does not.

First, we closely link the two main sources of bad compu-
tational behaviour, non-rigid designators and counting, en-
abling us to use the results and machinery introduced for
first-order modal logics with counting (Hampson and Ku-
rucz 2012; Hampson and Kurucz 2015; Hampson 2016).
Then, we prove that, rather surprisingly, for some fundamen-
tal modal epistemic logic, non-rigid designators come for
free: concept satisfiability for the modal logics of all Kripke
frames with n accessibility relation, Kn, and of all Kripke
frames with n equivalence relations, S5n, is in NEXPTIME
and thus no harder than without names at all. This holds un-
der both constant and expanding domains, and the proof is
by showing the exponential finite model property. This an-
swers an open problem discussed in (Hampson 2016). With
ontologies, however, concept satisfiability becomes unde-
cidable under constant domains. While for S5n (because
of symmetric accessibility relations) constant domains coin-
cide with expanding domains, for Kn decidability under ex-
panding domains remains open with ontologies. As a funda-
mental example of an expressive modal logic, we investigate
the extension K∗n of Kn with a modal operator interpreted
by the transitive closure of the union of the n accessibility re-
lations, which can be interpreted as common knowledge (Fa-
gin et al. 1995) but also as a fragment of propositional dy-
namic logic, PDL (Harel, Kozen, and Tiuryn 2001). In
this case concept satisfiability is undecidable under expand-
ing and constant domains, but becomes decidable, though
Ackermann-hard, for the corresponding logic, Kf∗n, on
finite acyclic models with expanding domains. This an-
swers an open problem posed in (Wolter and Zakharyaschev
2001). Note that Ackermann-hardness means that the time
required to establish (un)satisfiability is not bounded by any
primitive recursive (or computable) function. We refer the
reader to Table 1 for an overview of our results. Recall
that with rigid designators all these problems are known
to be in 2NEXPTIME (Wolter and Zakharyaschev 2001;
Gabbay et al. 2003).

Finally, in the temporal setting, we show that undecidabil-
ity is a widespread phenomenon: concept satisfiability under
global ontology with constant domain is undecidable for all
our ALCO-based fragments; the same applies to concept
satisfiability in the languages with the universal modality
and the temporal 3 operator. Reasoning becomes decidable
only when considering concept satisfiability (under global
ontology) with expanding domains over finite flows of time
(though the problem is Ackermann-hard), or in fragments
with the © operator only, for which we prove EXPTIME-
membership of concept satisfiability (without ontologies).

It is to be emphasised that the non-rigidity of symbol
interpretation by itself is not the cause for the satisfiabil-
ity problem to become harder. For instance, rigid roles are



modal domain concept sat. concept sat.
logic L under global ont.

Kn, n ≥ 1
const. NEXP-c. undecidable
exp. NEXP-c. ?

S5 — NEXP-complete
S5n, n ≥ 2 — NEXP-c. undecidable

K∗n, n ≥ 1
const. Σ1

1-complete
exp. undecidable

Kf∗n, n ≥ 1
const. undecidable
exp. decidable, Ackermann-hard

Table 1: Concept satisfiability (under global ontology) for LALCOιu

known to often cause harder satisfaction problems than non-
rigid roles (Gabbay et al. 2003). What makes non-rigid des-
ignators computationally much harder than rigid designators
is their ability to count in an unbounded way across worlds.

Related Work Other than in non-modal DL lan-
guages (Neuhaus, Kutz, and Righetti 2020; Artale et al.
2020; Artale et al. 2021), and in the already mentioned first-
order modal, temporal and hybrid logic settings, definite de-
scriptions have been recently investigated in the context of
propositional modal, temporal and hybrid logics with nomi-
nals and the @ operator (Walega and Zawidzki 2023). Here,
the additional ι operator allows one to refer to the (one and
only) state of a model that satisfies a certain condition.

Non-rigid rigid designators have received, to the best of
our knowledge, little attention in modal DLs, despite the
wide body of research both on temporal (Wolter and Za-
kharyaschev 1998; Artale and Franconi 2005; Lutz, Wolter,
and Zakharyaschev 2008; Artale et al. 2014) and epis-
temic (Donini et al. 1998; Artale, Lutz, and Toman 2007;
Calvanese et al. 2008; Console and Lenzerini 2020) exten-
sions. As a notable exception, in an epistemic DL context,
non-rigid individual names appear in (Mehdi and Rudolph
2011), where abstract individual names are interpreted on an
infinite common domain, but without definite descriptions.

2 Preliminaries
The MLnALCOιu language is a modalised extension of the
free description logic (DL) ALCOιu (Artale et al. 2020;
Artale et al. 2021). Let NC, NR and NI be countably infi-
nite and pairwise disjoint sets of concept names, role names
and individual names, respectively, and let I = {1, . . . , n}
be a finite set of modalities. MLnALCOιu terms and concepts
are defined by the following grammar:

τ ::= a | ιC,
C ::= A | {τ} | ¬C | (C u C) | ∃r.C | ∃u.C | 3iC,

where a ∈ NI, A ∈ NC, r ∈ NR, u /∈ NR is the univer-
sal role, and 3i, with i ∈ I , is a diamond operator. A
term of the form ιC is called a definite description and C
its body; a concept {τ} is called a (term) nominal. All the
usual syntactic abbreviations are assumed: ⊥ = A u ¬A,
> = ¬⊥, C t D = ¬(¬C u ¬D), C ⇒ D = ¬C t D,

∀s.C = ¬∃s.¬C, for s ∈ NR ∪ {u}, and box operator
2iC = ¬3i¬C. A concept inclusion (CI) is of the form
C v D, for concepts C,D. We use C ≡ D to abbreviate
C v D and D v C. An ontology O is a finite set of CIs.

FragmentsMLnALCOu ,MLnALCOι , andMLnALCO of the
full language are defined by restricting the available DL con-
structors: they do not contain, respectively, definite descrip-
tions, the universal role, and both definite descriptions and
the universal role.

Given a concept C, the set of subconcepts of C, denoted
by sub(C), is defined as usual: we only note that sub({ιC})
contains C along with its own subconcepts. The signature
of C, denoted by ΣC , is the set of concept, role and individ-
ual names in C. The signature of a CI or an ontology is de-
fined similarly. The modal depth of terms and concepts is the
maximum number of nested modal operators: md(A) = 0,
md(ιC) = md(C) and md(3iC) = md(C) + 1, for exam-
ple. The modal depth of a CI or an ontology is the maximum
modal depth of their concepts.

A frame is a pair F = (W, {Ri}i∈I), where W is a non-
empty set of worlds (or states) and each Ri ⊆W ×W , for
i ∈ I , is a binary accessibility relation on W . A partial
interpretation with expanding domains based on a frame
F = (W, {Ri}i∈I) is a triple M = (F,∆, I), where ∆ is
a function associating with every w ∈ W a non-empty set,
∆w, called the domain of w in M, such that ∆w ⊆ ∆v ,
whenever wRiv, for some i ∈ I; and I is a function as-
sociating with every w ∈ W a partial DL interpretation
Iw = (∆w, ·Iw) that maps every A ∈ NC to a subset AIw
of ∆w, every r ∈ NR to a subset rIw of ∆w ×∆w, the uni-
versal role u to the set ∆w×∆w, and every a in some subset
of NI to an element aIw in ∆w. In particular, every ·Iw is
a total function on NC ∪ NR but a partial function on NI. If
Iw is defined on a ∈ NI, then we say that a designates at
w. If every a ∈ NI designates at w ∈ W , then Iw is called
total. We say that M = (F,∆, I) is a total interpretation if
every Iw, w ∈W , is a total interpretation. In the sequel, we
refer to partial interpretations as interpretations, and add the
adjective ‘total’ explicitly whenever this is the case.

An interpretation with constant domains is defined as a
special case, where the function ∆ is such that ∆w = ∆v ,
for every w, v ∈ W . With an abuse of notation, we denote
the common domain by ∆ and call it the domain of M.

Given M = (F,∆, I), with F = (W, {Ri}i∈I), we define
the value τIw of a term τ in worldw ∈W as aIw , for τ = a,
and as follows, for τ = ιC:

(ιC)Iw =

{
d, if CIw = {d}, for some d ∈ ∆w;

undefined, otherwise.

A term τ is said to designate at w if τIw is defined. The ex-
tension CIw of a concept C in w ∈W is defined as follows,
where s ∈ NR ∪ {u}:

(¬C)Iw = ∆w \ CIw ,
(C uD)Iw = CIw ∩DIw ,

(∃s.C)Iw = {d ∈ ∆w | ∃e ∈ CIw : (d, e) ∈ sIw},
(3iC)Iw =

{
d ∈ ∆w | ∃v ∈W : wRiv and d ∈ CIv

}
,



{τ}Iw =

{
{τIw}, if τ designates at w,
∅, otherwise.

A concept C is satisfied at w ∈ W in M if CIw 6= ∅; C
is satisfied in M if it is satisfied at some w ∈ W in M.
A CI C v D is satisfied in M, written M |= C v D, if
CIw ⊆ DIw , for every w ∈ W . An ontology O is satisfied
in M, written M |= O, if every CI inO is satisfied in M; we
also say a concept C is satisfied in M under an ontology O
if M |= O and CIw 6= ∅, for some w ∈W .

An ontology O′ is called a model conservative extension
of an ontologyO if every interpretation that satisfiesO′ also
satisfies O, and every interpretation that satisfies O can be
turned to satisfy O′ by modifying the interpretation of sym-
bols in ΣO′ \ ΣO, while keeping fixed the interpretation of
symbols in ΣO. Similarly, a concept C ′ is said to be a model
conservative extension of a concept C if every interpretation
that satisfiesC ′ also satisfiesC, and every interpretation sat-
isfying C can be turned into an interpretation that satisfies
C ′, by modifying the interpretation of symbols in ΣC′ \ΣC ,
while keeping fixed the interpretation of symbols in ΣC .

Remark 1 (Encoding of assertions). Assertions can be in-
troduced as syntactic sugar using the universal role, with
C(τ) and r(τ1, τ2) abbreviations for, respectively, concepts

∃u.({τ} u C) and ∃u.({τ1} u ∃r.{τ2}).

To avoid ambiguities, we use square brackets when ap-
plying negation and modal operators to assertions, as in
¬[C(τ)] and 3i[C(τ)]. Observe that, in an assertion of the
form 3iC(τ), the diamond acts as a de re operator, since
the concept 3iC applies to the object, if any, designated
by the term τ at the current world w, and the assertion is
false at a world whenever τ fails to designate at w. On the
other hand, in an expression of the form 3i[C(τ)], the dia-
mond plays the role of a de dicto modality, as it refers to the
world of evaluation for the whole assertion C(τ). Using the
lambda abstraction notation for first-order modal logic (Fit-
ting and Mendelsohn 2012), assertion 3iA(a) corresponds
to ∃x.(〈λy.x = y〉(a) ∧3iA(x)), whereas 3i[A(a)] stands
for 3i∃x.(〈λy.x = y〉(a) ∧ A(x)); see Appendix A for de-
tails.

3 Reasoning Problems and Reductions
Let C be a class of frames (e.g., frames with n equivalence
relations) andMLnDL a language. We consider the follow-
ing two main reasoning problems.

Concept C-Satisfiability: Given an MLnDL-concept C, is
there an interpretation M based on a frame in C such that
C is satisfied in M?

Concept C-Satisfiability under Global Ontology: Given
an MLnDL-concept C and an MLnDL-ontology O, is
there an interpretation M based on a frame in C such that
C is satisfied in M under O?

In the sequel, for the case of concept C-satisfiability under
global ontology, we will assume without loss of generality
that C is a concept name. Indeed, we can extend O with

A ≡ C, for a fresh concept name A, and consider satisfia-
bility of A under the extended ontology, which is a model
conservative extension of O.

We begin with a few observations on polytime reductions
between the concept satisfiability problems (under global
ontology) for different languages and semantic conditions,
including (non-)rigid designators, total and partial interpre-
tations, definite description and nominals, the universal role,
and expanding and constant domains. These observations
will be useful in our constructions below. All proofs are
available in the appendix.

No-RDA Subsumes RDA An interpretation M satisfies
the rigid designator assumption (RDA) if every individual
name a ∈ NI is a rigid designator in M, in the sense that,
for every w, v ∈ W such that wRiv, if a designates at w,
then it designates at v and aIw = aIv . For instance, concept

∃u.({a} u2C) u3∃u.({a} u ¬C),

is unsatisfiable in interpretations with the RDA, but is sat-
isfiable otherwise as a can designate differently at different
worlds. Note that an individual that fails to designate at all
worlds is vacuously rigid. The following proposition shows
the RDA can be enforced in interpretations by an ontology.
Proposition 1. InMLnALCOu andMLnALCOιu , concept C-
satisfiability under global ontology with the RDA is poly-
time-reducible to concept C-satisfiability under global on-
tology, with both constant and expanding domains.

The proof is based on the observation that CIs of the form
{a} v 2i{a}, for i ∈ I , ensure that a can be made a rigid
designator in any interpretation. This provides a reduction
for the case of global ontology, where a givenO is extended
with these CIs for every a. A similar reduction is provided in
Appendix B for concept satisfiability in total interpretations.

In the sequel, we assume implicitly that interpretations
do not satisfy the RDA, and explicitly write ‘with the RDA’
where necessary.

From Total to Partial Satisfiability and Back Partial in-
terpretations are a generalisation of the classical, total, in-
terpretations, where all nominals designate at all possible
worlds. It turns out that satisfiability in partial and total in-
terpretations are polytime-reducible to each other.
Proposition 2. In MLnALCOu and MLnALCOιu , total con-
cept C-satisfiability (under global ontology) is polytime-re-
ducible to concept C-satisfiability (under global ontology,
respectively), with both constant and expanding domains.

We sketch the proof for the case of global ontology. LetO
be an ontology. Consider the extension O′ of O with CIs
> v ∃u.{a}, for all individual names a in O. Clearly, these
CIs ensure that each a designates in every accessible world.
The case of concept satisfiability is shown in the appendix.

Next, we provide the converse reduction.
Proposition 3. InMLnALCOu andMLnALCOιu , concept C-
satisfiability (under global ontology) is polytime-reducible
to total concept C-satisfiability (under global ontology, re-
spectively), with both constant and expanding domains.



We again sketch the proof for the case of global ontology.
Let O be an ontology. Consider O′ obtained from O by
replacing every nominal {a} inO with a fresh concept name
Na and by extending the result with all CIs Na v {a}. It
follows that every a in O′ can designate in all worlds, but
the corresponding concept Na may still be interpreted by
the empty set in some worlds, thus reflecting the fact that a
in O could have failed to designate in those worlds. The
case of concept satisfiability is dealt with in the appendix.

Normal Form for Ontologies and Concepts Next, we
define normal form that will help us prove further polytime-
reductions, e.g., Lemma 6 and Proposition 8, and then com-
plexity upper bounds. Let O be an ontology and C a sub-
concept in O. Denote by O[C/A] the result of replacing
every occurrence of C in O with a fresh concept name A,
called the surrogate of C. Clearly, O[C/A] ∪ {C ≡ A}
is a model conservative extension of O. We can systemat-
ically apply this procedure to obtain an ontology in normal
form where connectives are applied only to concept names:
e.g., definite descriptions occur only in the form of ιB, for a
concept name B. If surrogates are introduced for innermost
connectives first, then the transformation runs in polytime.
Lemma 4. For any MLnALCOιu ontology O, we can con-
struct in polytime an MLnALCOιu ontology O′ in normal
form that is a model conservative extension ofO. Moreover,
O′ uses the same set of connectives as O.

If the language contains the universal role, then a similar
construction transforms concepts into normal form. For a
single modality (n = 1), we can use 2k1∀u.(C ⇔ A), for all
k ≤ md(O). If n > 1, then we need to carefully select se-
quences of boxes to avoid an exponential blowup. So, for an
MLnALCOιu concept D and its subconcept C, we define the
set of C-relevant paths inD as the sequences (i1, . . . , in) of
the 3ij operators under which C occurs in D. For example,
forD = 31¬Au3233A, we have rp(D,A) = {(1), (2, 3)}
and rp(D,¬A) = {(1)}. Note that the maximum length of a
path in rp(D,C) is md(D). We also define the ‘2-modality’
for each path: for a concept E, we recursively define

2εE = E and 2i·πE = 2i2
πE, for any path π.

As before, the surrogate ofC is a fresh concept nameA, and
D[C/A] denotes the result of replacing C with A in D.
Lemma 5. Let D be anMLnALCOιu concept and C its sub-
concept. Denote by D′ the conjunction of D[C/A] and

2π∀u.(C ⇔ A), for all π ∈ rp(D,C). (1)

Then D′ is a model conservative extension of D. Moreover,
rp(D′, A) = rp(D,C) and rp(D′, E) = rp(D,E), for any
subconcept E of C.

For any concept D, by repeatedly replacing non-atomic
subconcepts with their surrogates, one can obtain a concept
D∗ in normal form, which is a conjunction of a concept
name and concepts of the form (1). By Lemma 5, D∗ is a
model conservative extension of D. Moreover, if surrogates
are introduced for innermost non-atomic concepts first, the
procedure runs in polytime in the size of D.

Spy Points: Eliminating the Universal Role Our next
observation allows us to eliminate occurrences of the uni-
versal role from ontologies.
Lemma 6. Let O be an MLnALCOιu ontology in normal
form. Denote by O′ theMLnALCOι ontology obtained from
O′ by replacing
• each CI of the form B v ∃u.B′ with B v ∃r.B′, and
• each CI of the form ∃u.B v B′ with the following:
> v ∃r.{e}, A v {e}, ¬B′ v ∃r.A, ∃r.A v ¬B,

where r, e andA are fresh role, nominal and concept names,
respectively. Then O′ is a model conservative extension
of O, and the size of O′ is linear in the size of O.

Intuitively, positive occurrences of ∃u.B′ ensure that B′
is non-empty, which can also be achieved with a fresh role r.
For negative occurrences of ∃u.B′, we use a spy-point e,
which is accessible, via a fresh r, from every domain ele-
ment and belongs to A whenever ¬B′ is non-empty (that
is, whenever B′ does not coincide with the domain). If this
is the case, then no domain element can be in B, which, by
contraposition, implies ∃u.B v B′. Note that e can be rigid.

From Nominals to Definite Descriptions and Back We
first observe that nominals can be easily encoded with def-
inite descriptions. For instance, given an ontology O, take
a fresh concept name Na for each individual name a in O,
and letO′ be the result of replacing every occurrence of {a}
inO with {ιNa}. Clearly,O′ is a model conservative exten-
sion of O, and vice versa. Note, however, that O′ contains
no nominals, and so there is neither a distinction between
partial and total interpretations, nor between the RDA and
no-RDA cases. In general, we have the following result.
Proposition 7. InMLnALCOu andMLnALCOιu , concept C-
satisfiability (under global ontology) is polytime-reducible
toMLnALCιu concept C-satisfiability (under global ontology,
respectively), with both constant and expanding domains.

Conversely, we now show how to replace definite descrip-
tions ιC with nominals using the universal role.
Proposition 8. MLnALCOιu concept C-satisfiability (under
global ontology) is polytime-reducible to MLnALCOu con-
cept C-satisfiability (under global ontology, respectively),
with both constant and expanding domains.

The proof reduces the total C-satisfiability problems in
MLnALCOιu to total C-satisfiability inMLnALCOu , which, by
Propositions 3 and 2 gives us the required result. We sketch
the case of the global ontology. By Lemma 4, we can as-
sume that the given O is in normal form. Let O∗ be the
result of replacing each A{ιB} ≡ {ιB} in O with CIs

A{ιB} v B u {aB} and B u ∀u.(B ⇒ {aB}) v A{ιB},
where aB is a fresh nominal. Intuitively, the first CI ensures
that the surrogate for {ιB} belongs to B and is never inter-
preted by more than one element. The second CI ensures
that if B is a singleton, then that element belongs to the sur-
rogate for {ιB}. Formally, we show thatO∗ is a model con-
servative extension of O. The case of concept satisfiability
relies on normal form of concepts (Lemma 5) and is treated
in the appendix.



Expanding to Constant Domains It is known that, for
the satisfiability problems, the interpretations with expand-
ing domains can be simulated by constant domain interpre-
tations using a fresh concept name representing the domain
to relativise concepts and CIs; see e.g., (Gabbay et al. 2003,
Proposition 3.32 (ii), (iv)). We restate this standard result in
our setting for completeness:

Proposition 9. InMLnALCOu , concept C-satisfiability (un-
der global ontology) with expanding domains is polytime-
reducible to concept C-satisfiability (under global ontology,
respectively) with constant domain.

In the sequel, we implicitly adopt the constant domain
assumption (Gabbay et al. 2003), and explicitly write when
we consider interpretations with expanding domains instead.

4 Non-Rigid Designators and Counting
We prove a strong link between non-rigid designators and
the first-order one-variable modal logic enriched with the
‘elsewhere’ quantifier,MLnDiff, introduced and investigated
in (Hampson and Kurucz 2012; Hampson and Kurucz 2015;
Hampson 2016). We defineMLnDiff using DL-style syntax:
concepts inMLnDiff are of the form

C ::= A | ¬C | (C u C) | ∃u.C | ∃6=u.C | 3iC,

where i ∈ I . Observe that the language has no terms and
no roles apart from the universal role u. All constructs are
interpreted as before, with the addition of

(∃6=u.C)Iw =
{
d ∈ ∆w | CIw \ {d} 6= ∅

}
.

Note that our language contains existential quantification,
which in (Hampson and Kurucz 2015) is introduced as an
abbreviation for C t ∃6=u.C. MLnDiff can be regarded as
a basic first-order modal logic with counting because the
counting quantifier ∃=1u.C with

(∃=1u.C)Iw =
{
d ∈ ∆w | |CIw | = 1

}
is logically equivalent to the MLnDiff-concept
∃u.(C u ¬∃ 6=u.C). Conversely, ∃6=u.C is logically
equivalent to ∃u.C u (C ⇒ ¬∃=1u.C). So, one could
replace ∃6= by ∃=1 in the definition MLnDiff and obtain a
logic with exactly the same expressive power.

Theorem 10. (1) C-satisfiability of MLnALCOu -concepts
(under global ontology) can be reduced in double exponen-
tial time to C-satisfiability ofMLnDiff-concepts (under global
ontology, respectively), both with constant and expanding
domains.

(2) Conversely, C-satisfiability of MLnDiff-concepts (un-
der global ontology) is polytime-reducible to C-satisfiability
of MLnALCOu -concepts (under global ontology, respec-
tively), with both constant and expanding domains.

The proof of (1) and proofs in Sections 5 and 6 use types t,
sets of (negated) subconcepts of the input concept (and on-
tology) such that, for any subconcept C, either C ∈ t or
¬C ∈ t. A quasistate T is a set of types and stands for a
world satisfying exactly the types in T (Gabbay et al. 2003).
Given a quasistate T , one can check in polytime whether

its non-modal abstraction, obtained by replacing all con-
cepts starting with a modal operator by a concept name, is
satisfiable in a DL interpretation. On the other hand, as-
suming that C-satisfiability ofMLnDiff-concepts is decidable,
one can check whether its non-DL abstraction, in which ex-
istential restrictions and nominals are replaced by concept
names, is satisfiable in a MLnDiff model in which the con-
cept names replacing nominals are interpreted as singletons.
As observed above, to enforce interpretation of a concept
name A as a singleton in all worlds one can use theMLnDiff
CI > v ∃=1u.A. For concept satisfiability (without ontol-
ogy) one makes the same statement for all worlds reachable
along relevant paths. The reduction is now implemented us-
ing both abstractions. It requires double exponential time
because the number of quasistates is double exponential in
the size of the input. Item (2) is proved by lifting to the
modal description logic setting the observation of Gargov
and Goranko (1993) that the difference modality and nomi-
nals are mutually interpretable by each other; see the equiv-
alences that show the same expressive power of ∃6= and ∃=1.

Using Theorem 10, one can transfer a large number of
(un)decidability results and lower complexity bounds from
first-order modal logics with ‘elsewhere’ to modal DLs with
non-rigid designators. Conversely, the results proved below
entail new results for first-order modal logics with ‘else-
where’ and/or counting.

5 Reasoning in Modal Free Description
Logics

The aim of this section is to show the results presented in Ta-
ble 1 and also discuss a few related results. For some basic
frame classes, it will be convenient to use standard modal
logic notation when discussing the satisfiability problem.
So, given a propositional modal logicLwith n operators, the
class CL of frames comprising all frames validating L, and
a DL fragment DL, then LDL concept satisfiability (under
global ontology) is the problem to decide CL-satisfiability of
MLnDL-concepts (under global ontology, respectively). We
focus on the following logics L characterised by classes CL
of frames, with n ≥ 1:

Kn: CL is the class of all frames (W,R1, . . . , Rn);

S5n: CL is the class of all frames (W,R1, . . . , Rn) such
that the Ri are equivalence relations;

K∗n: CL is the class of all frames (W,R1, . . . , Rn, R) such
that R is the transitive closure of R1 ∪ · · · ∪Rn;

Kf∗n: CL is as for K∗n and, in addition, W is finite
and R is irreflexive (in other words, there is no chain
w0Ri1w1 · · ·Rinwn with w0 = wn).

To illustrate the language S52
ALCOιu , we express that

Agent 2 knows that Agent 1 does not know of the General
Chair of KR 2024 that they are the General Chair of the KR
Conference held in Southeast Asia:

22∃u.({ι∃isGenChair.{kr24}} u ¬21{ι∃isGenChair.
{ι(KRConf u ∃hasLoc.SEAsiaLoc)}}).



The two main new results in Table 1 are the NEXPTIME
upper bound for Kn and S5n and decidability of Kf∗n. The
remaining results are by (sometimes non-trivial) reductions
to known results.
Theorem 11. For L ∈ {Kn,S5n} with n ≥ 1, LALCOιu
concept satisfiability is in NEXPTIME with both expanding
and constant domains.

We provide a sketch of the main ideas of the proof for
S5n. First, observe (using an unfolding argument) that any
satisfiable concept C is satisfied in world w0 in a model
based on a frame F = (W,R1, . . . , Rn) such that the do-
main W of F is a prefix-closed set of words of the form

~w = w0i0w1 · · · im−1wm
where 1 ≤ ij ≤ n, ij 6= ij+1, and each Ri is the small-
est equivalence relation containing all pairs of the form
(~w, ~wiw) ∈ W × W . One can assume that m is smaller
than the modal depth of C. Next, one can substitute the first-
order domain by quasistates (as introduced above) and work
with quasimodels Q = (F, q,R), in which q associates with
any world a quasistate, and a set of runs R represents first-
order domain elements as functions mapping every world to
a type in q(w). If t ∈ q(w) contains a nominal, there is only
one r ∈ R with r(w) = t. Now, one can apply selective fil-
tration and some surgery to such a quasimodel to obtain a
quasimodel of the above form with at most exponential out-
degree (and so of at most exponential size), from which one
can then reconstruct a model of exponential size.
Theorem 12. Kf∗nALCOιu concept satisfiability under global
ontology is decidable with expanding domains, for n ≥ 1.

The proof is again based on appropriate quasimodels,
which are now based on expanding domain models using fi-
nite frames F = (W,R1, . . . , Rn) such that (R1 ∪ · · ·Rn)∗

contains no cycles. Unfolding shows that we may assume
that (W,R) is a forest. We show decidability by proving a
recursive bound on the size of these models. We fix an or-
dering t1, . . . , tk of the types and represent a quasistate as a
vector (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ (N∪ {∞})k, where xi represents the
number of nodes that satisfy type ti in a world (equivalently,
the number of runs through ti). Let |~x| = x1 + · · ·+ xk for
~x = (x1, . . . , xk). Observe that expanding domains corre-
spond to the condition that wRiv implies |q(w)| ≤ |q(v)|.
To obtain a recursive bound on the size of a finite model
satisfying a concept we then apply Dickson’s Lemma to the
quasistates. Define the product ordering ≤ on (N ∪ {∞})k
by setting, for ~x = (x1, . . . , xk) and ~y = (y1, . . . , yk),
~x ≤ ~y if xi ≤ yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. A pair ~x, ~y with ~x ≤ ~y
is called an increasing pair. Dickson’s Lemma states ev-
ery infinite sequence ~x1, ~x2, . . . ∈ (N ∪ {∞})k contains
an increasing pair ~xi1 , ~xi2 with i1 < i2. In fact, assum-
ing |~xi| ≤ |~xi+1| for all i ≥ 0 and given recursive bounds
on |~x1| and |~xi+1|− |~xi| one can compute a recursive bound
on the length of the longest sequence without any increas-
ing pair (Figueira et al. 2011). Now, the proof of a recursive
bound on the size of a satisfying model consists in manip-
ulating the quasimodel so that the outdegree of the forest is
recursively bounded and Dickson’s Lemma becomes appli-
cable. The expanding domain assumption is crucial for this.

We comment on the remaining results in Table 1. The
NEXPTIME-hardness results already hold without nomi-
nals (Gabbay et al. 2003, Theorem 14.14) (the proof goes
through also with expanding domain). The lower bounds for
Kf∗n and K∗n follow from the following lemma and the
corresponding lower bounds proved in the next section for
temporal DLs (Table 2).
Lemma 13. Concept satisfiability for LTLfALCOu and
LTLALCOu are polytime-reducible to concept satisfiability
for Kf∗nALCOu and K∗nALCOu , respectively, with and without
ontology and under constant and expanding domains.

The proof of this reduction from logics of linear frames
with transitive closure to logics of branching frames with
transitive closure is not trivial but can be done by adapting
the reduction given in the proof of Theorem 6.24 in (Gab-
bay et al. 2003) for product modal logics. Finally, the un-
decidability of concept satisfiability for Kn and S5n under
ontologies with constant domain can be proved in the same
way as the undecidability ofMLnDiff extended with the uni-
versal modality over arbitrary frames shown in (Hampson
and Kurucz 2012) using the reduction of Theorem 10.

For many important modal logics the decidability status of
modal DLs with non-rigid designators remains open. Most
prominently, for the modal logics of (reflexive) transitive
frames K4 (and S4, respectively), decidability of concept
satisfiability with or without ontologies and with expanding
or constant domains is open. As a “finitary” approximation
and a first step to understand K4 and S4, we prove, as a spe-
cialisation of the proof of Theorem 12, decidability of con-
cept satisfiability for the Gödel-Löb logic GLALCOιu (GL
is the logic of all transitive and Noetherian1 frames (Boo-
los 1995)) and Grzegorczyk’s logic GrzALCOιu (Grz is the
logic of all reflexive and transitive Noetherian frames (Grze-
gorczyk 1967)) in expanding domain models with and with-
out ontologies. Alternatively, the decidability of concept
satisfiability for GLALCOιu and GrzALCOιu can be proved
by a double exponential time reduction (similar to Theo-
rem 10) to satisfiability in expanding domain products of
transitive Noetherian frames, which is known to be decid-
able (Gabelaia et al. 2006).

6 Reasoning in Temporal Free Description
Logics

In this section, we consider the temporal setting. For the
temporal DL language, we build T LALCOιu terms, con-
cepts, concept inclusions and ontologies similarly to the
MLnALCOιu case, with n = 2: the language has two modal-
ities — temporal operators ‘sometime in the future’, 3, and
‘at the next moment’, ©. In particular, the T LALCOιu con-
cepts are defined by the grammar

C ::= A | {τ} | ¬C | (C u C) | ∃r.C | ∃u.C | 3C | ©C,

where τ is a T LALCOιu term, defined as in Section 2.
A flow of time F is a pair (T,<), where T is either the

set N of non-negative integers or a subset of N of the form

1(W,R) is Noetherian if there is no infinite chain w0Rw1R · · ·
with wi 6= wi+1.



[0, n], for n ∈ N, and < is the strict linear order on T . Ele-
ments of T are called instants (rather than worlds). A flow
of time (T,<) naturally gives rise to a frame (T,<, succ)
for T LALCOιu , where succ is the successor relation: succ =
{(t, t + 1) | t, t + 1 ∈ T}. So, we will often say that an
interpretation M is based on a flow F if its frame is induced
by F. If M is based on (N, <), then we call it an LTLALCOιu
interpretation and often denote (with an abuse of notation)
by M = (∆, (It)t∈N); whereas, if it is based on ([0, n], <),
for some n ∈ N, it is called an LTLfALCOιu interpretation
and often denoted by M = (∆, (It)t∈[0,n]).

Given M = (∆, (It)t∈T ), the value of a T LALCOιu
term τ at t ∈ T and the extension of a T LALCOιu concept C
at t ∈ T , are defined as in the modal case for n = 2: in
particular, we have

(©D)It =

{
DIt+1 , if t+ 1 ∈ T,
∅, otherwise,

and (3D)It =
⋃

t′∈T with t<t′
DIt′ .

Note that 3 is interpreted by < and thus does not include
the current instant.

We will consider restrictions of the base language
T LALCOιu along both the DL and temporal dimensions.
First, T LALCOι , T LALCOu and T LALCO stand for the
fragments of T LALCOιu without the universal role, definite
descriptions and both constructs, respectively. In addition to
the basic free description logic ALCOιu, we define temporal
extensions of the light-weight free DL ELOιu, which does
not contain negation (and so disjunction). More precisely,
the language T LELOιu is obtained from T LALCOιu by al-
lowing only > (considered as a primitive logical symbol),
concept names, term nominals, conjunctions and existential
restrictions in the construction of concepts. Then, by remov-
ing the universal role or/and definite descriptions, we define
T LELOι , T LELOu and T LELO in the obvious way.

In the temporal dimension, given a DLDL, the fragments
T L3
DL and T L◦DL are obtained from T LDL by disallow-

ing the © and the 3 operators, respectively. Both the 32-
and the ©-fragment corresponds to the unimodal language
ML1

DL, but with different accessibility relations.
In the following we will combine the syntactic restric-

tions (fragments) with the semantic restrictions on interpre-
tations and refer, for example, to the satisfiability problem
for T L3

ALCOu concepts in LTLfALCOιu interpretations sim-
ply as LTLf3

ALCOu concept satisfiability.
As an example, in LTLfALCOιu , we express that whoever

is a Program Chair of KR will not be Program Chair of KR
again, but is always appointed as either the General Chair or
a PC member of next year’s KR, by means of the CI:

∃isProgChair.{kr} v ¬3∃isProgChair.{kr} u
({ι∃isGenChair.©{kr}} t ∃isPCMember.©{kr}).

We begin the study of the satisfiability problems for tem-
poral DLs based on ALCO by showing that concept sat-
isfiability in constant domains is undecidable or even Σ1

1-
complete over the infinite flow of time (N, <). This is
very different from the classical case with RDA, which was
shown to be decidable in the absence of definite descrip-
tions (Gabbay et al. 2003, Theorem 14.12).

Theorem 14. With constant domains, concept satisfiabil-
ity is Σ1

1-complete for LTL3
ALCOu and LTLALCOu , and

undecidable for LTLf3
ALCOu ; also, concept satisfiability

under global ontology is Σ1
1-complete for LTL3

ALCO and
LTLALCO, and undecidable for LTLf3

ALCO.

The lower bounds follow, using Theorem 10 (2), from
the respective undecidability results for the first-order one-
variable temporal logic with counting (Hampson and Kurucz
2015). They could also be proven more directly by encoding
the Σ1

1-complete recurrence and undecidable reachability
problems for the Minsky counter machines (Minsky 1961;
Alur and Henzinger 1994). Intuitively, the value of each
counter of the Minsky machine can be represented as the car-
dinality of a certain concept. Then, non-rigid nominals (or
indeed the counting quantifier) can be used to ensure that the
value of the counter is incremented/decremented (depending
the command) by the transition: for instance, CI of the form

Qi v ©Rk ⇔ (Rk t {ak})

could be used to say that from state Qi, the value of counter
k is increased by one. Note, however, that this CI uses the©
operator. Without it, the proof is considerably more elabo-
rate and represents each counter as a pair of concepts: Rk is
used to increment the counter, while Sk to decrement it, so
that the counter value is the cardinality of Rk u ¬Sk. Both
concepts are made ‘monotone’: Rk v 2Rk and Sk v 2Sk,
and for each transition of the Minsky machine, the non-rigid
nominals pick an element that, for example, has never been
in Rk before but will remain in Rk from the next instant
on: ¬Rk u2Rk. A sequence of these elements allows us to
linearly order the domain and construct a ‘diagonal’ in the
two-dimensional interpretation necessary for the encoding
of the computation using only the 3 operator.

Reasoning in expanding domains turns out to be less com-
plex, and we obtain the following:

Theorem 15. (1) With expanding domains, concept satisfi-
ability is undecidable for LTL3

ALCOu , and concept satisfia-
bility under global ontology is undecidable for LTL3

ALCO.
(2) With expanding domains, concept satisfiability (un-

der global ontology) is decidable for LTLfALCOιu . How-
ever, both problems are Ackermann-hard for LTLf3

ALCOu ;
moreover, concept satisfiability under global ontology is
Ackermann-hard for LTLf3

ALCO.

Undecidability and Ackermann-hardness are proven sim-
ilarly to Theorem 14. In this case, however, the master
problems are, respectively, the ω-reachability and reacha-
bility problems for lossy Minsky machines (Konev, Wolter,
and Zakharyaschev 2005; Schnoebelen 2010), which in ad-
dition to normal transitions can also arbitrarily decrease the
counter values. Such computations can be naturally encoded
backwards in interpretations with expanding domains: the
arbitrary decreases of counter values correspond to the ex-
tension of the interpretation domain with fresh elements.

The positive decidability results over the finite flows of
time follows from Theorem 12 by Lemma 13 (together with
the reduction in Proposition 8).



temporal logic concept satisfiability concept sat. under global ontology
const. domain exp. domains const. domain exp. domains

LTL3
ALCOu and LTLALCOu Σ1

1-complete undecidable Σ1
1-complete undecidable

LTLf3
ALCOu and LTLfALCOu undecidable decidable,

Ackermann-hard undecidable decidable,
Ackermann-hard

LTL3
ALCO and LTLALCO ? ? Σ1

1-complete undecidable

LTLf3
ALCO and LTLfALCO ? ? undecidable decidable,

Ackermann-hard
LTL◦ALCOu / LTL◦ALCO EXP-complete / in EXP EXP-complete / in EXP undecidable ?
LTLf◦ALCOu / LTLf◦ALCO EXP-complete / in EXP EXP-complete / in EXP undecidable decidable

Table 2: Concept satisfiability (under global ontology) for temporal DLs

Temporal Free DLs Based on ELO. Next, we transfer
the above results to the ELO family. As T LELO concepts
do not contain negation and the empty concept (⊥), they are
trivially satisfiable. Thus, our main reasoning problem is
based on the notion of entailment (rather than satisfiability).
CI Entailment (over Finite Flows): Given a T LDL-CI
C1 v C2 and a T LDL-ontology O, is it the case that
CIt1 ⊆ CIt2 , for every t ∈ T in every interpretation M
satisfying O and based on (N, <) (every finite flow, re-
spectively)?
It turns out that disjunction can be modelled in the tempo-

ral extension of ELO with the help of the 3 modality (Artale
et al. 2007): intuitively, any CI of the form > v B1 tB2 is
replaced with > v ∃q.(3X1 u 3X2), which says that X1

and X2 occur in some order in the future (possibly on an-
other domain element). It then remains to check the order of
X1 and X2 and, if, say, X1 precedes X2, then B1 is chosen,
otherwise B2 is chosen. So, this reduction shows that the
entailment problem for the fragments of T L3

ELO essentially
has the same complexity as the complement of the satisfia-
bility problem for the corresponding T L3

ALCO fragment:
Theorem 16. (1) With constant domains, LTL3

ELO CI en-
tailment is Π1

1-complete and LTLf3
ELO CI entailment is un-

decidable.
(2) With expanding domains, LTL3

ELO CI entailment is
undecidable.

(3) With expanding domains, LTLf3
ELO CI entailment is

decidable but Ackermann-hard.

Next-Only Temporal Free DLs. As we have seen above,
the 3-only fragments normally exhibit the same bad com-
putational behaviour as the full logics with both 3 and ©.
We now provide some results for the fragments that contain
only ©. We begin with some positive results for the satisfia-
bility problem (without global ontology):
Theorem 17. With constant and with expanding domains,
concept satisfiability is EXPTIME-complete for LTL◦ALCOu
and LTLf◦ALCOu and in EXPTIME for LTL◦ALCO and
LTLf◦ALCO.

The EXPTIME upper complexity bound can be shown by
a type elimination procedure, similarly to the case of the
product Alt×Kn of modal logics Alt, whose accessibility

relation is a partial function, and multi-modal Kn, which is
a notational variant of ALC; see (Gabbay et al. 2003, Theo-
rem 6.6). One has to, in addition, take care of nominals and
the universal role, but that can be done in exponential time.
The matching lower bound is inherited fromALCOu, but for
the fragment without the universal role the exact complexity
remains an open problem.

Our final result indicates that with the global ontology, the
©-fragments behaves nearly as badly as the full language:
Theorem 18. With constant domains, concept satisfiabil-
ity under global ontology is undecidable for LTL◦ALCO and
LTLf◦ALCO.

The proof is by a direct reduction of the reachability prob-
lem for Minsky machines, similarly to the simplified sketch
for Theorem 14; note the proof makes use of the spy-point
universal role elimination in Lemma 6.

7 Discussion and Future Work
We have introduced and investigated novel fragments of
first-order modal logic with non-rigid (and possibly non-
referring) individual names and definite descriptions. Poten-
tial applications that remain to be explored include business
process management, where formalisms for representing the
dynamic behaviour of data and information are crucial (Del-
grande et al. 2023; Deutsch et al. 2018), and context, knowl-
edge or standpoint-dependent reasoning for which possi-
ble worlds semantics is needed (Ghidini and Serafini 2017;
Gómez Álvarez, Rudolph, and Strass 2023).

Besides the open decidability problems discussed above,
future research directions include the extension of our re-
sults to more expressive monodic fragments (Gabbay et al.
2003; Hodkinson, Wolter, and Zakharyaschev 2002), au-
tomated support for the construction of definite descrip-
tions and referring expressions (Artale et al. 2021; Ku-
rucz, Wolter, and Zakharyaschev 2023), the design of
‘practical’ reasoning algorithms for the languages con-
sidered here, and the extension of our results to modal
DLs with hybrid (Braüner 2014; Indrzejczak and Zaw-
idzki 2023), branching-time (Hodkinson, Wolter, and Za-
kharyaschev 2002; Gutiérrez-Basulto, Jung, and Lutz 2012),
dynamic (Harel 1979), or non-normal operators (Dalmonte
et al. 2023).
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A Details on Introduction and Preliminaries
We define the reflexive diamond operator as 3+

i C = C t
3iC, and the reflexive box operator as 2+

i C = ¬3+
i ¬C.

The set of subconcepts of a concept C, denoted by
sub(C), is defined inductively as follows:

sub(A) = {A},
sub({a}) = {{a}},

sub({ιC}) = {{ιC}} ∪ sub(C),

sub(¬C) = {¬C} ∪ sub(C),

sub(C uD) = {C uD} ∪ sub(C) ∪ sub(D),

sub(∃s.C) = {∃s.C} ∪ sub(C), with s ∈ NR ∪ {u},
sub(3iC) = {3iC} ∪ sub(C).

The modal depth of terms and concepts is defined by mu-
tual induction:

md(a) = 0,

md(ιC) = md(C),

md(A) = 0,

md({τ}) = md(τ),

md(¬C) = md(C),

md(C uD) = max{md(C),md(D)},
md(∃s.C) = md(C), with s ∈ NR ∪ {u},
md(3iC) = md(C) + 1.

The modal depth of a CI or an ontology is the maximum
modal depth of concepts that occur in them.

Standard Translation to First-Order Modal Logic The
following definitions are adjusted from (Fitting and Mendel-
sohn 2012); see, e.g., Definitions 11.1.1-4. The alpha-
bet of the quantified modal language, QMLιλ, consists of:
countably infinite and pairwise disjoint sets of predicates
NP (of fixed arities ≥ 0, with a distinguished equality bi-
nary predicate, =), individual names NI and variables Var;
the Boolean operators ¬,∧; the existential quantifier ∃; the
predicate abstraction operator λ; the definite description
operator ι; and the modal operators 3i (diamond), for each
modality i ∈ I . Terms τ and formulas ϕ of QMLιλ are
defined by mutual induction:

τ ::= x | a | ιx.ϕ,
ϕ ::= P (x1, . . . , xn) | x = y | ¬ϕ | (ϕ ∧ ϕ) | ∃xϕ | 3iϕ

| 〈λx.ϕ〉(τ),

where a ∈ NI, P ∈ NP (n-ary), and x, x1, . . . , xn ∈ Var.
Standard abbreviations are assumed, and free variables are
defined as in (Fitting and Mendelsohn 2012).

A partial interpretation with expanding domains is a
structure M = (F,∆, I), where F = (W, {Ri}i∈I) is
a frame, with W being a non-empty set of worlds and
Ri ⊆ W × W being an accessibility relation on W , for
each modality i ∈ I; ∆ is a function associating with every
w ∈ W a non-empty set, ∆w, called the domain of w in M,
such that ∆w ⊆ ∆v , whenever wRiv, for some i ∈ I; I

is a function associating with each w ∈ W a partial first-
order interpretation Iw with domain ∆ so that P Iw ⊆ ∆n,
for each predicate P ∈ NP of arity n, and aIw ∈ ∆, for
some subset of constants a ∈ NI, with no additional require-
ment (in particular, there is no assumption that all constants
are rigid designators in M). An assignment in M is a func-
tion σ from Var to ∆. An x-variant of an assignment σ is an
assignment that can differ from σ only on x. The definitions
of value τM,w

σ of term τ under assignment σ at world w of
M, and satisfaction M, w |=σ ϕ of formula ϕ under assign-
ment σ at world w in M are defined by mutual induction.
First, we have

τM,w
σ =



σ(x), if τ is x ∈ Var;

aIw , if τ is a ∈ NI and aIw is defined;

σ′(x), if τ is ιx.ϕ and M, w |=σ′ ϕ, for
exactly one x-variant σ′ of σ,

undefined, otherwise.

If τM,w
σ is defined, then we say that τ designates under σ at

w of M. Next,

M, w |=σ P (x1, . . . , xn) iff (σ(x1), . . . , σ(xn)) ∈ P Iw ;

M, w |=σ x = y iff σ(x) = σ(y);

M, w |=σ ¬ϕ iff M, w 6|=σ ϕ;

M, w |=σ ϕ ∧ ψ iff M, w |=σ ϕ and M, w |=σ ψ;

M, w |=σ ∃xϕ iff M, w |=σ′ ϕ, for some x-
variant σ′ of σ;

M, w |=σ 3iϕ iff M, v |=σ ϕ, for some v ∈ W
such that wRiv;

M, w |=σ 〈λx.ϕ〉(τ) iff τ designates under σ at w of
M and M, w |=σ′ ϕ, where
σ′ is the x-variant of σ with
σ′(x) = τM,w

σ .

We now introduce the standard translation of an
MLnALCOιu concept C into a QMLιλ formula πx(C) with
at most one free variable x, defined as follows:

πx(A) = A(x),

πx({a}) = 〈λy.x = y〉(a),

πx({ιC}) = 〈λy.x = y〉(ιz.πz(C)),

πx(¬C) = ¬πx(C),

πx(C uD) = (πx(C) ∧ πx(D)),

πx(∃r.C) = ∃y (r(x, y) ∧ πy(C)),

πx(∃u.C) = ∃y πy(C),

πx(3iC) = 3iπx(C).

The following proposition shows that MLnALCOιu con-
cepts can indeed be seen as a fragment of QMLιλ, via the
standard translation above.

Proposition 19. For every MLnALCOιu concept C, partial
interpretation M = (F,∆, I), world w of M, and d ∈ ∆w,
we have d ∈ CIw iff M, w |=σ πx(C), where σ is an as-
signment in M such that σ(x) = d.

Proof. By induction on the structure of C.



C = A. We have d ∈ AIw iff σ(x) ∈ AIw , where σ is an
assignment such that σ(x) = d. That is, M, w |=σ A(x).
C = {a}. We have d ∈ {a}Iw iff a designates at w

and d = aIw , meaning that a designates under σ at w and
σ(x) = aIw , where σ is an assignment with σ(x) = d.
Equivalently, a designates under σ at w and σ′(x) = σ′(y),
where σ′ is a y-variant of σ such that σ′(y) = aIw . The
previous step means that a designates under σ at w and
M, w |=σ′ x = y, where σ′ is a y-variant of σ such that
σ′(y) = aIw . That is, M, w |=σ 〈λy.x = y〉(a).
C = {ιC}. We have d ∈ {ιC}Iw iff ιC desig-

nates at w and d = (ιC)Iw , i.e., CIw = {e}, for some
e ∈ ∆w, and d = e. This means that CIw = {e}, for
some e ∈ ∆w, and σ(x) = e, where σ is an assignment
in M such that σ(x) = d. By induction hypothesis, we
have equivalently that M, w |=σ′ πz(C), where σ′ is the
(unique) z-variant of σ such that σ′(z) = e, and σ(x) = e.
In other words, ιz.πz(C) designates under σ at w of M,
and σ(x) = ιz.πz(C)M,w

σ . The previous step can then
be rewritten as: ιz.πz(C) designates under σ at w of M,
and σ(x) = σ′′(y), where σ′′ is a y-variant of σ such that
σ′′(y) = ιz.πz(C)M,w

σ . Given that σ(x) = σ′′(x) (as y-
variants, their values coincide on x), we have equivalently
that ιz.πz(C) designates under σ at w of M and σ′′(x) =

σ′′(y), i.e., M, w |=σ′′ x = y. Since σ′′ is a y-variant of σ
such that σ′′(y) = ιz.πz(C)M,w

σ , the last step is equivalent
by definition to M, w |=σ 〈λy.x = y〉(ιz.πz(C)).
C = ¬D. We have d ∈ (¬D)Iw iff d 6∈ DIw . By in-

duction hypothesis, we have equivalently M, w 6|=σ πx(D),
where σ is an assignment in M such that σ(x) = d. That is,
M, w |=σ ¬πx(D).
C = D u E. We have d ∈ (D u E)Iw iff d ∈ DIw and

d ∈ EIw . By induction hypothesis, we have equivalently
M, w |=σ′ πx(D) and M, w |=σ′′ πx(E), where σ′, σ′′ are
assignments in M such that σ′(x) = σ′′(x) = d. Hence,
since the truth of πx(D) and πx(E) depends only on the
values assigned to x, we have equivalently that M, w |=σ

πx(D) and M, w |=σ πx(E), i.e., M, w |=σ πx(D) ∧
πx(E), for an assignment σ in M such that σ(x) = d.
C = ∃r.D. We have d ∈ (∃r.D)Iw iff there exists

e ∈ DIw such that (d, e) ∈ rIw By induction hypothesis,
this means that (d, σ′′(y)) ∈ rIw and M, w |=σ′′ πy(D),
for some assignment σ′′ in M such that σ′′(y) = e. Equiva-
lently, we have (σ′(x), σ′(y)) ∈ rIw and M, w |=σ′ πy(D),
for some assignment σ′ in M such that σ′(x) = d and
σ′(y) = e, i.e., M, w |=σ′ r(x, y) ∧ πy(D). By consid-
ering the assignment σ defined as σ′, except possibly on y,
we have equivalently that σ′ is a y-variant of σ such that
M, w |=σ′ r(x, y)∧πy(D). Hence, the previous step means
that M, w |=σ ∃y(r(x, y) ∧ πy(D)), where σ is an assign-
ment in M such that σ(x) = d.
C = ∃u.D. We have d ∈ (∃u.D)Iw iff there exists

e ∈ DIw . By induction hypothesis, this is equivalent to
M, w |=σ′ πy(D), for some assignment σ′ in M such
that σ′(y) = e. By considering the assignment σ defined
as σ′, except possibly on y, we have equivalently that σ′

is a y-variant of σ such that M, w |=σ′ πy(D), that is,

M, w |=σ ∃yπy(D).
C = 3iD. We have d ∈ (3iD)Iw iff there exists v ∈W

such that wRiv and d ∈ DIv . By induction hypothesis, the
previous step means that there exists v ∈W such that wRiv
and M, v |=σ πx(D), with σ assignment in M such that
σ(x) = d. Equivalently, by definition, M, w |=σ 3iπx(D).

Extended Examples The following examples extend the
formalisations of the scenarios discussed in the Introduction.

Example 1. Of Pierre, Agent 1 knows that he is the General
Chair of KR 2024:

∃u.({pierre} u21{ι∃isGenChair.{kr24}}),

Agent 1 does not know that the General Chair of KR 2024
is the General Chair of the KR Conference held in Southeast
Asia:

¬21∃u.({ι∃isGenChair.{kr24}} u {ι∃isGenChair.
{ι(KRConf u ∃hasLoc.SEAsiaLoc)}}),

Therefore, Agent 1 does not know of Pierre that he is the
General Chair of the KR Conference held in Southeast Asia:

∃u.({pierre} u ¬21{ι∃isGenChair.
{ι(KRConf u ∃hasLoc.SEAsiaLoc)}})

Example 2. Agent 2 knows that Agent 1 knows of the Gen-
eral Chair of KR 2024 that they are busy:

22∃u.({ι∃isGenChair.{kr24}} u21Busy),

abbreviated as 22[21Busy(ι∃isGenChair.{kr24})].
However, Agent 2 also knows that Agent 1 does not know

that the General Chair of the KR Conference held in South-
east Asia is busy:

22¬21∃u.({ι∃isGenChair.
{ι(KRConf u ∃hasLoc.SEAsiaLoc)}} u Busy),

abbreviated as

22¬21[Busy({ι∃isGenChair.
{ι(KRConf u ∃hasLoc.SEAsiaLoc)}})].

Hence, Agent 2 knows that Agent 1 does not know of the
General Chair of KR 2024 that they are the General Chair of
the KR Conference held in Southeast Asia:

22∃u.({ι∃isGenChair.{kr24}} u ¬21{ι∃isGenChair.
{ι(KRConf u ∃hasLoc.SEAsiaLoc)}}),

abbreviated as

22[¬21{ι∃isGenChair.{ι(KRConfu
∃hasLoc.SEAsiaLoc)}}({ι∃isGenChair.{kr24}})].

Example 3. KR24 is a rigid designator:

{kr24} v 2{kr24}, 3{kr24} v {kr24}.



KR24 is the current KR Conference, but from next year there
will be more:

∃u.({kr24} u {kr}),
> v 3+∃u.{kr}
{kr} v ¬©{kr}

Whoever is a Program Chair of KR will not be Program
Chair again, but always becomes either the General Chair
or a PC member of next year’s KR:

∃isProgChair.{kr} v ¬3∃isProgChair.{kr}u
({ι∃isGenChair.©{kr}} t ∃isPCMember.©{kr}).

B Proofs for Section 3
Given an MLnALCOιu concept C and its subconcept B, we
define the set of B-relevant paths in C by induction on the
structure of C as follows (D is a subconcept of C possibly
containing B as its own subconcept):

rp(D,B) =

{
{ε}, if D = B,

∅, otherwise,

rp({ιD}, B) = rp(D,B),

rp(¬D,B) = rp(D,B),

rp(D1 uD2, B) = rp(D1, B) ∪ rp(D2, B),

rp(∃s.D,B) = rp(D,B), for s ∈ NR ∪ {u},
rp(3iD,B) = {i · π | π ∈ rp(D,B)}.

It can be seen that we have the following inclusions, which
will be helpful in proofs by induction on the structure of
concepts:

rp(C, {ιB}) ⊆ rp(C,B),

rp(C,¬B) ⊆ rp(C,B),

rp(C,B1 uB2) ⊆ rp(C,B1) ∩ rp(C,B2),

rp(C,∃s.B) ⊆ rp(C,B), for s ∈ NR ∪ {u},
rp(C,3iB) ⊆ {π | π · i ∈ rp(C,B)}.

Note that the sets on the left are included in the sets on the
right because, for example, concept C may contain fewer
occurrences of ¬B than of B, and so, not every B-relevant
path in C is a ¬B-relevant path in C. The set of B-
relevant paths in C induces the set of worlds that are reach-
able via these sequences of 3ij operators: given a world
w ∈ W , we denote by rw(w,C,B) the set of B-relevant
worlds for C and w, consisting of worlds v ∈ W such that
w0Ri1w1Ri2 · · ·Rinwn for (i1, i2, . . . , in) ∈ rp(C,B) and
w0 = w and wn = v. Note that rw(w,C,C) = {w}. More-
over, the inclusions between rp(C,B) given above naturally
translate into the following for rw(w,C,B):

rw(w,C, {ιB}) ⊆ rw(w,C,B),

rw(w,C,¬B) ⊆ rw(w,C,B),

rw(w,C,B1 uB2) ⊆ rw(w,C,B1) ∩ rw(w,C,B2),

rw(w,C,∃s.B) ⊆ rw(w,C,B), for s ∈ NR ∪ {u},
rw(w,C,3iB) ⊆ {v | vRiu and u ∈ rw(w,C,B)}.

Proposition 1. InMLnALCOu andMLnALCOιu , concept C-
satisfiability under global ontology with the RDA is poly-
time-reducible to concept C-satisfiability under global on-
tology, with both constant and expanding domains.

Proof. Let A be a concept name and O an ontology. Define
O′ by adding to O the CIs

{a} v 2i{a}, (2)

for all i ∈ I and all individual names a occurring in O. It
can be seen that A is C-satisfiable under O with the RDA
iff A is C-satisfiable under O′. Indeed, the (⇒) direction is
immediate, since an interpretation with the RDA that satis-
fiesO satisfies the CIs of the form (2), and henceO′. For the
(⇐) direction, suppose that M′ is an interpretation based on
a frame from C, with either constant or expanding domains,
such that M′ |= O′ and AI

′
w 6= ∅, for some w ∈ W . Due

to the CIs of the form (2), for every w, v ∈ W with wRiv,
if a occurs in O and aI

′
w is defined, then aI

′
v is defined and

aI
′
w = aI

′
v . We can then define M as M′, except that all

individual names a that do not occur in O now fail to des-
ignate in M in every world. it can be seen that M is based
on the same frame and the same domains, satisfies the RDA
and A under O.

Proposition 20. InMLnALCOu andMLnALCOιu , total con-
cept C-satisfiability (under global ontology) with the RDA
is polytime-reducible to total concept C-satisfiability (under
global ontology, respectively), with both constant and ex-
panding domains.

Proof. An argument similar to the proof of Proposition 1
can be used to show that a concept name A is satisfied in a
total interpretation with the RDA based on a frame from C
under O iff A is satisfied in a total interpretation based on a
frame from C under O extended with CIs of the form (2).

For the concept satisfiability problem, without global on-
tology, the reduction above needs to be modified. Let C be
a MLnALCOιu concept. Denote by C ′ the concept obtained
from C by adding to it the conjuncts of the following form,
for individual names a occurring in C:

2π∀u.({a} ⇒ 2i{a}), for all π · i ∈ rp(C, {a}), (3)

where rp(C, {a}) is the closure under taking prefixes of
rp(C, {a}). We show that C is C-satisfiable with the RDA
iff C ′ is C-satisfiable.

For the (⇒) direction, observe that any interpretation M
with the RDA that satisfies C also satisfies C ′: all the con-
juncts of the form (3) hold by the definition of the RDA.

For the (⇐) direction, suppose that M′ is a total interpre-
tation based on a frame from C that satisfies C ′ at world w.
We define an interpretation M that coincides with M′, ex-
cept that, for every v ∈W , we set aIv = aI

′
w (observe that,

since M′ is total, aI
′
w is defined for every a). Thus, M is a

total interpretation satisfying the RDA.
It remains to show the following:

Claim 1. CI
′
w = CIw .



Proof. By induction on the structure of C: for each subcon-
cept B of C, we show that

BI
′
v = BIv , for every v ∈ rw(w,C,B). (4)

The base case of B = A, for a concept name A, is
straightforward.

For the base case of B = {a}, where a is an individual
name, both {a}I′v and {a}Iv are defined as the interpreta-
tions are total. In addition, by construction, {a}I′v coincides
with {a}I′w = {a}Iw , both of which are also defined. On
the other hand, {a}Iv is equal to {a}Iw due to conjuncts (3)
applied along the path connecting w to v. Thus, we obtain
aIv = {a}Iv , for every v ∈ rw(w,C, {a}), as required.

For the induction step, we need to consider the following
cases.

If B is of the form {ιB′} or ¬B′ or ∃s.B′, then (4) is
immediate from the induction hypothesis as rw(w,C,B) ⊆
rw(w,C,B′).

If B is of the form B1 u B2, then (4) is also im-
mediate from the induction hypothesis as rw(w,C,B) ⊆
rw(w,C,B1) ∩ rw(w,C,B2).

Finally, if B = 3iB
′, then, by the induction hypothesis,

we have (B′)I
′
v = (B′)Iv , for all v ∈ rw(w,C,B′). Since

rw(w,C,3iB
′) ⊆ {v | vRiu and u ∈ rw(w,C,B′)}, we

obtain (3iB
′)I
′
v = (3iB

′)Iv , for all v ∈ rw(w,C,3iB
′),

as required.
This completes the proof of Claim 1.

It follows that C is satisfied at w in a total interpretation
M with the RDA based on a frame in C.

Observe that, for the reduction to hold in the global ontol-
ogy case, an individual name a does not have to designate
at every world. For instance, consider an interpretation M
with W = {w, v}, wRv, ∆ = {d}, and such that a does not
designate in w but aIv = d. In this example, a is rigid and
the CI of the form (2) is satisfied in both w and v: a does not
designate at w, and v has no R-successors.

However, in the concept satisfiability case, we cannot en-
force that any partial interpretation satisfying at some world
C ′, i.e., C and the additional conjuncts of the form (3), can
be transformed into a partial interpretation with the RDA
that satisfies C, as witnessed by the following counterexam-
ple. Let C be the concept

∀u.¬{a} u2∃u.{a},

and let C ′ be the conjunction of C with the concept
∀u.({a} ⇒ 2{a}). Consider a partial interpretation M with
constant domain such that wRvi and viRu, for i = 1, 2, and
∆ = {d, e}. Moreover, let a be non-designating in w, while
aIv1 = d, aIv2 = e, and aIu = d. It can be seen that M is a
partial interpretation satisfying C ′ in w. However, we can-
not turn M into a partial interpretation with the RDA that
satisfies C. This is due to the fact that C ′ is bounded on the
levels of successors of w that it can reach, whereas, under
global ontology, the corresponding CI {a} v 2{a} would
hold at all worlds of the interpretation.

Proposition 2. In MLnALCOu and MLnALCOιu , total con-
cept C-satisfiability (under global ontology) is polytime-re-
ducible to concept C-satisfiability (under global ontology,
respectively), with both constant and expanding domains.

Proof. First, consider the case of satisfiability under global
ontology: let A be a concept name and O an ontology. De-
fine O′ by adding to O the CIs

> v ∃u.{a} (5)

for every a occurring in O. Trivially, every total interpre-
tation M satisfying A under O also satisfies A under O′.
Conversely, every interpretation M satisfying A under O′
can be easily extended to a total interpretation satisfying A
under O′ (and so under O), as it only remains to choose the
interpretation of individual names not occurring inO, which
can be done in an arbitrary way.

Now, consider the case of satisfiability: let C be a con-
cept. For the conjunction C ′ of C with concepts of the form

2π∃u.{a}, for all π ∈ rp(C, {a}),

for each a occurring in C, it can be seen that any total inter-
pretation satisfying C satisfies C ′ too; conversely, any inter-
pretation M′ satisfying C ′ can be turned into a total inter-
pretation M satisfying C, by ensuring that every individual
name designates at each world. The proof that CI

′
w = CIw

is inductive and relies on the fact that M′ and M coincide
on the interpretation of every individual name a from O in
all v ∈ rw(w,C, {a}); see Claim 1 for a similar proof.

Proposition 3. InMLnALCOu andMLnALCOιu , concept C-
satisfiability (under global ontology) is polytime-reducible
to total concept C-satisfiability (under global ontology, re-
spectively), with both constant and expanding domains.

Proof. For satisfiability under global ontology, let A be a
concept name and O an ontology. Let O′ be the ontology
obtained from O by replacing every nominal {a} in O with
a fresh concept name Na, and by adding the CIs Na v {a},
for all individual names a occurring inO. It can be seen that
A is C-satisfiable under O iff A is C-satisfiable under O′ in
total interpretations.

(⇒) Given an interpretation M such that M |= O and
AIw 6= ∅, for some world w ∈ W , define the total inter-
pretation M′ defined as M, except the following, for every
w ∈W :

• NI
′
w

a = {a}Iw , for a that occurs in O;

• aI
′
w = aIw , if a designates at w in M; and aI

′
w is arbi-

trary, otherwise, for any individual name a.

It can be seen that M′ |= O′ and AI
′
w 6= ∅.

(⇐) Given a total interpretation M′ such that M′ |= O′
and AI

′
w 6= ∅, for some world w ∈ W , we define an inter-

pretation M that coincides with M′, except for the follow-
ing, for every w ∈W :

• aIw = d, if a occurs in O and NI
′
w

a = {d}, for some
d ∈ ∆w; and a fails to designate at w in M, otherwise.



It can be seen that M |= O and AIw 6= ∅.
For the concept satisfiability problem, the reduction above

is modified similarly to the proof of Proposition 2: let C ′ be
the conjunction result of replacing each {a} with Na in C
and the following additional conjuncts

2π∀u.(Na ⇒ {a}), for all π ∈ rp(C, {a}).

It can be seen that any interpretation M satisfying C gives
rise to a total interpretation M′ satisfying C ′ by using the
extension of {a}Iv to interpret both a and Na at any v in
M′ and arbitrarily choosing the value of a at v in M′ if it
is undefined in M. The result clearly satisfies C ′. Con-
versely, the additional conjuncts guarantee that Na behaves
like a nominal term (its extension contains at most one el-
ement at every world) and so C is satisfied in an interpre-
tation M obtained from any interpretation M by redefining
each a as the corresponding Na (which may give a partial
interpretation, of course). Again, the proof that CI

′
w = CIw

is inductive and relies on the fact that M′ and M coincide
on the interpretation of every individual name a from O in
all v ∈ rw(w,C, {a}); see Claim 1 for a similar proof.

An ontology is in normal form if it consists of CIs of the
form

A v {a}, {a} v A,
A v {ιA1}, {ιA1} v A,
A v ¬A1, ¬A1 v A,
A v A1 uA2, A1 uA2 v A,
A v ∃s.A1, ∃s.A1 v A,
A v 3iA1, 3iA1 v A,

where A, A1 and A2 are concept names, s ∈ NR ∪ {u} and
i ∈ I .
Lemma 4. For any MLnALCOιu ontology O, we can con-
struct in polytime an MLnALCOιu ontology O′ in normal
form that is a model conservative extension ofO. Moreover,
O′ uses the same set of connectives as O.

Proof. Let C be a subconcept in O, and let O[C/A] be the
result of replacing every occurrence of C in O with a fresh
concept name A. Clearly, O[C/A] ∪ {C ≡ A} is a model
conservative extension ofO. By repeated application of this
procedure, starting from innermost connective first, we ob-
tain in polynomial time an ontology O′ in normal form hav-
ing the same set of connectives as O.

Lemma 5. Let D be anMLnALCOιu concept and C its sub-
concept. Denote by D′ the conjunction of D[C/A] and

2π∀u.(C ⇔ A), for all π ∈ rp(D,C). (1)

Then D′ is a model conservative extension of D. Moreover,
rp(D′, A) = rp(D,C) and rp(D′, E) = rp(D,E), for any
subconcept E of C.

Proof. Let M be an interpretation satisfying D. We define
an interpretation M′ that extends M with the interpretation
of A by taking AIw = CIw . Clearly, D′ is satisfied in M′.
Conversely, suppose D′ is satisfied at w in an interpretation

M′. The additional conjuncts ensure that AI
′
v = CI

′
v , for

all v ∈ rw(w,D,C). In other words, we have C[C/A]I
′
v =

CI
′
v , for all v ∈ rw(w,D,C). We show

Claim 2. D[C/A]I
′
w = DI

′
w .

Proof. We prove this by induction on the structure ofD that,
for all subconcepts B of D[C/A], we have

B[C/A]I
′
v = BI

′
v , for all v ∈ rw(w,D,B). (6)

For the basis of induction, we need to consider two cases.
If B is either a concept name different from A or a term
nominal {a}, then (6) is immediate as B[C/A] coincides
with B, If B is A, then (6) is by construction.

For the induction step, we need to consider the following
cases. If B is of the form {ιB′} or ¬B′ or ∃s.B′, then (6) is
immediate from the induction hypothesis as rw(w,D,B) ⊆
rw(w,D,B′). If B is of the form B1 u B2, then (6) is also
immediate from the induction hypothesis as rw(w,D,B) ⊆
rw(w,D,B1) ∩ rw(w,D,B2). Finally, if B = 3iB

′, then,
by the induction hypothesis, we have B′[C/A]I

′
v = (B′)I

′
v ,

for all v ∈ rw(w,D,B′). Since rw(w,D,3iB) ⊆ {v |
vRiu and u ∈ rw(w,D,B)}, we obtain (3iB

′)[C/A]I
′
v =

(3iB
′)I
′
v , for all v ∈ rw(w,D,3iB

′), as required.

Also by induction on the structure of D, it can be seen
that rp(D′, A) = rp(D,C), for any subconcept C of D, and
rp(D′, E) = rp(D,E), for any subconcept E of C.

Lemma 6. Let O be an MLnALCOιu ontology in normal
form. Denote by O′ theMLnALCOι ontology obtained from
O′ by replacing

• each CI of the form B v ∃u.B′ with B v ∃r.B′, and
• each CI of the form ∃u.B v B′ with the following:

> v ∃r.{e}, A v {e}, ¬B′ v ∃r.A, ∃r.A v ¬B,

where r, e andA are fresh role, nominal and concept names,
respectively. Then O′ is a model conservative extension
of O, and the size of O′ is linear in the size of O.

Proof. First, we consider the positive occurrences of the
universal role. Suppose B v ∃u.B′ is satisfied at all w in
some interpretation M. Then we extend M to M′ by inter-
preting the fresh role r as the universal role at all w. Then
B v ∃r.B′ is satisfied at all w in M′.

Conversely, suppose B v ∃r.B′ is satisfied at all w in
some M′. Then, clearly, B v ∃u.B′ is satisfied in M′ as
well.

Second, we consider the negative occurrences of the uni-
versal role. Suppose that ∃u.B v B′ is satisfied at all w in
some interpretation M. Then we extend M to M′ by inter-
preting the fresh role r as the universal role at all w, choos-
ing one arbitrary element as the interpretation of the fresh
nominal s, and, for every w ∈ W , including eI

′
w in AI

′
w if

BIw = ∅ and leaving AI
′
w empty otherwise. We show that

the four CIs are satisfied at all w in M′. The first and sec-
ond CIs are satisfied by consruction. If (¬B′)I′w = ∅, then
the third CI is trivially satisfied at w in M′. So, assume that



(¬B′)I′w 6= ∅. As ∃u.B v B′ is satisfied at w in M, we
have BI

′
w = ∅ and so the third CI is also satisfied in M′ be-

cause, by construction, eI
′
w ∈ AI′w . To show that the last CI

is also satisfied at w in M′, suppose that eI
′
w ∈ AI′w . Then,

by construction, BIw = ∅ and so every domain element is
in (¬B)I

′
w , as required by the fourth CI.

Conversely, suppose the four CIs are satisfied at all w in
some M′. By the first CI, (d, eI

′
w) ∈ rI′w , for every element

d of the domain. Assume first that BI
′
w 6= ∅. Take any

d ∈ BI
′
w . By the fourth CI, eI

′
w /∈ AI

′
w . Therefore, by

the third CI, every element of the domain is in (B′)I
′
w for

otherwise eI
′
w ∈ AI′w . Thus, ∃u.B v B′ is satisfied at all w

in M′.

Proposition 7. InMLnALCOu andMLnALCOιu , concept C-
satisfiability (under global ontology) is polytime-reducible
toMLnALCιu concept C-satisfiability (under global ontology,
respectively), with both constant and expanding domains.

Proof. We first consider the case of satisfiability under
global ontology. Given a concept name A and anMLnALCO
ontology O, take a fresh concept name Na for each individ-
ual name a in O, and let O′ be the result of replacing every
occurrence of {a} in O with {ιNa}. It can be seen that,
if A is satisfied in an interpretation M under O, then A is
satisfied in M′ under O′, where M′ is obtained from M by
setting, for every w in M, NI

′
w

a = {aIw}, if a designates
at w in M, and NI

′
w

a = ∅, otherwise; note that the inter-
pretation of nominals can be chosen arbitrarily as O′ does
not contain them. Conversely, if A is satisfied in an inter-
pretation M′ under O′, then A is satisfied in M under O,
where M is obtained from M′ by setting aIw = (ιNa)I

′
w ,

for every w in M and every a occurring in O; note that the
resulting interpretation is not necessarily total and does not
necessarily satisfy the RDA.

The same construction and argument work for the satisfi-
ability problem too.

Proposition 8. MLnALCOιu concept C-satisfiability (under
global ontology) is polytime-reducible to MLnALCOu con-
cept C-satisfiability (under global ontology, respectively),
with both constant and expanding domains.

Proof. By Propositions 3 and 2, it is sufficient to reduce
MLnALCOιu total concept C-satisfiability (under global on-
tology) to total MLnALCOu concept C-satisfiability (under
global ontology, respectively).

First, consider the case of satisfiability under global on-
tology: let A be a concept name and O anMLnALCOιu on-
tology. By Lemma 4, we assume that O is in normal form
and, in particular, (a) all definite descriptions are applied to
concept names only and (b) term nominals occur only in CIs
of the form A{τ} ≡ {τ}, for A{τ} ∈ NC and terms τ that
are either b ∈ NI or ιB, for B ∈ NC. We then define a trans-
lation of anMLnALCOιu ontology O in normal form into an
MLnALCOu ontology O∗. Let O∗ be the result of replacing
each A{ιB} ≡ {ιB} in O with CIs of the form

A{ιB} v B u {aB} and B u ∀u.(B ⇒ {aB}) v A{ιB},

where aB is a fresh nominal. We then show the following.

Claim 3. O∗ is a model conservative extension of O.

Proof. Clearly, for any interpretation M∗ such that M∗ |=
O∗, we have M∗ |= O as well.

Conversely, given a total interpretation M based on a
frame in C such that M |= O, we define the total interpreta-
tion M∗ by extending M, for every w ∈W , with

• aI
∗
w

B = d, if BIw = {d}, for some d ∈ ∆w; and aI
∗
w

B is
arbitrary, otherwise.

It can be seen that M∗ |= O∗.

Hence, A is satisfied under O in a total interpretation
based on a frame from C iff A is satisfied under O∗ in a
total interpretation based on a frame from C.

Second, we consider the case of concept satisfiability.
Let C be an MLnALCOιu concept. By repeatedly applying
Lemma 5, we transform C into normal form, where, in par-
ticular, each subconcept of C of the form {ιB}, where B
is a concept name, has a surrogate A{ιB} and correspond-
ing conjuncts of the form (1). Consider now theMLnALCOu
concept C∗ obtained from the normal form of C by replac-
ing 2π∀u.(A{ιB} ≡ {ιB}) with the following

2π∀u.(A{ιB} ⇒ B u {aB}) u
2π∀u.(B u ∀u.(B ⇒ {aB})⇒ A{ιB})

where aB is a fresh nominal for B. Recall that π range over
all paths in rp(C, {ιB}). We now show the following.

Claim 4. C∗ is a model-conservative extension of C.

Proof. It can be seen that any interpretation M∗ that satisfies
C∗ also satisfies C.

Conversely, given a total interpretation M based on a
frame from C that satisfies C, we define the total interpre-
tation M∗ extending M, for every w ∈W , with

• aI
∗
w

B = d, if BIw = {d}, for some d ∈ ∆w; and aI
∗
w

B is
arbitrary, otherwise.

It can be seen that M∗ is a total interpretation based on a
frame from C that satisfies C∗.

Hence, C is total C-satisfiable iff C∗ is total C-satisfiable.
This concludes the proof of the proposition.

Proposition 9. InMLnALCOu , concept C-satisfiability (un-
der global ontology) with expanding domains is polytime-
reducible to concept C-satisfiability (under global ontology,
respectively) with constant domain.

Proof. By Propositions 3 and 2, it is sufficient to reduce
MLnALCOu total concept C-satisfiability (under global on-
tology) with expanding domains to totalMLnALCOu concept
C-satisfiability (under global ontology, respectively) with
constant domain.



Let Ex be a fresh concept name, used to represent the ob-
jects that actually exist at a given world domain. We in-
troduce the ·↓Ex relativisation, mapping anMLnALCOu con-
cept C to an MLnALCOu concept C↓Ex as follows, where
s ∈ NR ∪ {u}:

A↓Ex = A, {a}↓Ex = Ex u {a}, (¬D)↓Ex = ¬D↓Ex,
(∃s.D)↓Ex = ∃s.(Ex uD↓Ex), (D u E)↓Ex = D↓Ex u E↓Ex,

(3iD)↓Ex = 3i(D)↓Ex.

The ·↓Ex relativisation of CIs and ontologies is then obtained
by replacing every concept C with C↓Ex.

For the case of satisfiability under global ontology, it can
be seen that A is C-satisfiable in total interpretations with
expanding domains under global ontology O iff ExuA is is
C-satisfiable in total interpretations with constant domains
under ontology that consists of O↓Ex along with the follow-
ing CIs:

Ex v 2iEx, for all i ∈ I;

cf. the translation of ϕ in (Gabbay et al. 2003, Proposition
3.32 (ii), (iv)).

Similarly, for concept satisfiability, it can be seen thatC is
C-satisfiable in total interpretations with expanding domains
iff the conjunction C ′ of Ex u C↓Ex with the following con-
cepts:

2π∀u.(Ex⇒ 2iEx), for all i ∈ I and π · i ∈ rp(C,B)

with a subconcept B of C.

is C-satisfiable in total interpretations with constant do-
mains; cf. C ′ in (Gabbay et al. 2003, Proposition
3.32 (ii)).

C Proofs for Section 4
Theorem 10. (1) C-satisfiability of MLnALCOu -concepts
(under global ontology) can be reduced in double exponen-
tial time to C-satisfiability ofMLnDiff-concepts (under global
ontology, respectively), both with constant and expanding
domains.

(2) Conversely, C-satisfiability of MLnDiff-concepts (un-
der global ontology) is polytime-reducible to C-satisfiability
of MLnALCOu -concepts (under global ontology, respec-
tively), with both constant and expanding domains.

Proof. (1) We first consider the case of satisfiability un-
der global ontology. Let A be a concept name and O an
MLnALCOu ontology. We assume that A occurs in O. Let
con(O) be the closure under single negation of the set of
concepts occurring in O. A type for O is a subset t of
con(O) such that ¬C ∈ t iff C 6∈ t, for all ¬C ∈ con(O).
A quasistate for D is a non-empty set T of types forO. The
description of T is theMLnALCOu -concept

ΞT = ∀u.(
⊔
t∈T

t) u
l

t∈T

∃u.t.

Let SO denote the set of all quasistates T for O that are
ALCOu-satisfiable, that is, such that ΞtT is satisfiable, where

ΞtT denotes the result of replacing every outermost occur-
rence of 3iC by A3iC , for a fresh concept name A3iC . It
should be clear that SO can be computed in double exponen-
tial time as satisfiabilty of ALCOu-concepts under ALCOu
ontologies is in EXPTIME.

We now reserve for any C ∈ con(O) of the form {a}
or ∃r.C ′ a fresh concept name AC . Define a mapping ·]
that associates with every MLnALCOu -concept an MLnDiff-
concept by replacing outermost occurrences of concepts of
the form ∃r.C or concepts of the form {a} by the respective
fresh concept name. Let O′ be the extension of O] with the
following CIs:

> v ∃u.({a}] u ¬∃ 6=u.{a}]), for every a ∈ NI in O,

> v
⊔

T∈SO

Ξ]T .

Then we have the following:

Lemma 21. A is C-satisfiable under O iff there is a type t
for O such that A ∈ t and t] is C-satisfiable under O′.

Proof. Suppose A is satisfied at w ∈ W in an MLnALCOu
interpretation M based on a frame from C and O is satisfied
in M. Then we can define the type t by reading it off from
e ∈ AIw :

t =
{
C ∈ con(O) | e ∈ CIw

}
.

Then, we define an MLnDiff interpretation M′ from M by
providing the interpretation of the additional concept names
AC forMLnALCOu concepts C of the form {a} and ∃r.C ′:
we simply set AI

′
v

C = CIv , for all v ∈W . It should be clear
that M′ satisfies O′ and that e ∈ (t])I

′
w .

Conversely, suppose there is a type t for O such that
A ∈ t and t] is satisfied in an MLnDiff interpretation M′

based on a frame from C such thatO′ is also satisfied in M′.
We define M by extending M′ by suitable interpretations of
nominals and role names. Let v ∈ W ′. Observe that for
any nominal a in O, (a])I

′
v is a singleton, by definition of

O]. Hence we define aIv as its single element. For any
role name r, we define rIv as the maximal relation that is
consistent with existential restrictions in the types we aim to
satisfy: for d ∈ (t])I

′
v and d′ ∈ (t′])I

′
v , let (d, d′) ∈ rIv if,

for all ∃r.D ∈ con(O), if D ∈ t′, then ∃r.D ∈ t. It is easy
to see that M is as required.

For the concept C-satisfiability problem we adapt the
proof in the same way as in Proposition 2: the additional CIs
ofO′ need to be replaced by conjuncts with suitable prefixes
of the box operators and the universal role restrictions.

(2) Gargov and Goranko (1993) observed that the logic of
the difference modality and nominals have the same expres-
sive power. Their technical result can be presented in our
setting in the following way. Let C be an MLnDiff-concept
and ∃6=u.B its subconcept. Denote by C‡B the result of re-
placing every occurrence of ∃6=u.B in D with

∃u.B u ({aB} ⇒ ∃u.(¬{aB} uB)),



where aB is a fresh nominal associated with conceptB (note
that we replace only a single subconcept here). LetOwt

B con-
sist of the following CI:

B v ∃u.({aB} uB).

Then we can extend the proof of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3
in (Gargov and Goranko 1993) to the modal setting (pro-
vided that interpretations do not satisfy the RDA, and so
nominals can be interpreted differently in different worlds)
to obtain the following:

Lemma 22. For any interpretation M satisfying Owt
B , we

have CI(w) = (C‡B )I(w), for all w in M.

This result gives us the reduction for the case of satisfia-
bility under global ontology. Let O be anMLnDiff-ontology
and A a concept name. By Lemma 4, we can assume that
O is in normal form. Denote by O‡ the result of replac-
ing every CI C1 v C2 in O with C‡1 v C‡2 , where C‡i is
the result of applying ·‡B to Ci, for every subconcept of
the form ∃6=u.B; note that the order of applications of the
·‡B does not matter as the ontology is in normal form. Let
O′ = O‡ ∪ Owt, where Owt is the union of all Owt

B , for con-
cepts ∃6=u.B in O. It should be clear that, if A is satisfied
underO at w in an interpretation M based on frame from C,
then we can extend M to M′ by interpreting the nominals
aB for concepts of the form ∃6=u.B: for each such nom-
inal, if BIv 6= ∅, then we pick any e ∈ BIv and assign
aIvB = e; otherwise, we leave aIvB undefined. Clearly, M′

satisfiesOwt. Thus, by Lemma 22, M′ satisfiesO‡, and also
A is satisfied at w in M′.

Conversely, if A is satisfied under O′ at w in an interpre-
tation M′ based on a frame from C, then, by Lemma 22, A
is satisfied under O at w in M′. We can now take the reduct
M of M′ by removing the interpretation of nominals: as O
does not contain nominals,A is satisfied underO at w in M.

Next, we consider the case of concept satisfiability. Let
D be an MLnDiff-concept. We repeatedly apply Lemma 5,
starting from the innermost occurrences of subconcepts of
the form ∃6=u.C, to transformD into normal formD′, where
each ‘elsewhere’ quantifier is applied only to concept names.
We then construct D‡ by applying the ·‡B to D′, for each B
such that ∃6=u.B occurs in D′; again, the order of applica-
tions does not matter as D′ is in normal form. Consider the
conjunction of D‡ with all concepts of the form

2π∀u.(B ⇒ ∃u.({aB} uB)),

for π ∈ rp(D′,∃6=u.B) and concepts of the form ∃6=u.B
in D′ (note that, by Lemma 5, rp(D′,∃6=u.B) coincides
with rp(D,∃6=u.C) for the respective C in D). We can eas-
ily modify the argument presented above (see the proof of
Proposition 2) to show thatD is satisfied in an interpretation
M iff D′ is satisfied in an interpretation M′ that addition-
ally interprets nominals aB as ‘witnesses’ for concepts of
the form ∃6=u.B.

D Proofs for Section 5
We first observe that for S5, concept satisfiability under
global ontology can be reduced to concept satisfiability

without ontology by using the concept CO u2CO with CO
the conjunction of all C ⇒ D with C v D ∈ O.

Theorem 11. For L ∈ {Kn,S5n} with n ≥ 1, LALCOιu
concept satisfiability is in NEXPTIME with both expanding
and constant domains.

Proof. By Proposition 8, we can drop definite descriptions
(hence consider LALCOu ) and by Proposition 3, it is suffi-
cient to consider total satisfiability. By Proposition 9, satisfi-
ability with expanding domains can be reduced in polytime
to satisfiability with constant domain, so we consider con-
stant domain models. We give the proof for S5nALCOu . The
proof for Kn

ALCOu can then be derived in a straightforward
manner.

We show the exponential finite model property (every
S5nALCOu -concept that is satisfiable, is satisfiable in a model
of exponential size). The NEXPTIME upper bound then fol-
lows directly. We proceed in a number of steps. First, we
argue that tree-shaped models are sufficient. Then, we intro-
duce quasimodels as a surrogate for models that is easier to
manipulate and show the exponential finite model property
for tree-shaped quasimodels. Finite exponential-size models
are then easily constructed.

Recall that a frame F = (W,R1, . . . , Rn) is an S5n-
frame if all Ri are equivalence relations. Then such an S5n-
frame F = (W,R1, . . . , Rn) is called a tree-shaped S5n-
frames if there exists a w0 ∈ W such that the domain W of
F is a prefix-closed set of words of the form

~w = w0i0w1 · · · im−1wm, (7)

where 1 ≤ ij ≤ n, ij 6= ij+1, and each Ri is the small-
est equivalence relation containing all pairs of the form
(~w, ~wiw) ∈ W × W . We call w0 the root of F. We de-
fine the depth of F as the maximalm such thatW contains a
word of the form (7). A tree-shaped S5nALCOu -model takes
the form M = (F,∆, I) with F a tree-shaped S5n-frame.

Lemma 23. S5nALCOu is determined by tree-shaped
S5nALCOu -models: an MLnALCOu -concept C is satisfiable
in an S5nALCOu -model iff it is satisfiable in the root of a
tree-shaped S5nALCOu -model of depth bounded by the modal
depth of C.

Proof. Assume that C has modal depthK and assume M =
(F,∆, I) with F = (W,R1, . . . , Rn) and w0 ∈ W with
CIw0 6= ∅ are given. Unfold F into

F∗ = (W ∗, R∗1, . . . , R
∗
n)

where W ∗ is the set of words ~w of the form (7) with
(wj , wj+1) ∈ Rij , wj 6= wj+1, ij 6= ij+1, and m ≤ K, and
R∗i is the smallest equivalence relation containing all pairs
(~w, ~wiw) ∈W ∗×W ∗. Define a model M∗ = (F∗,∆∗, I∗)
by setting ∆∗ = ∆ and I∗~w = Iwm for ~w ∈ W ∗ of the
form (7). Clearly M∗ is tree-shaped. Moreover, for all
MLnALCOu -concepts D of modal depth not exceeding K,
one can show by induction that DI

∗
w0 = DIw0 . In particu-

lar, CI
∗
w0 6= ∅.



Given anMLnALCOu concept C0, let con(C0) be the clo-
sure under single negation of the set of concepts occurring
in C0. A type for C0 is a subset t of con(C0) such that

C1 ¬C ∈ t iff C 6∈ t, for all ¬C ∈ con(C0);
C2 C uD ∈ t iff C,D ∈ t, for all C uD ∈ con(C0).

Note that there are at most 2|con(C0)| types for C0.
A quasistate for C0 is a non-empty set T of types for C0

satisfying the following conditions:

Q1 for every {a} ∈ con(C0), there exists exactly one t ∈ T
such that {a} ∈ t;

Q2 for every t ∈ T and every ∃r.C ∈ t, there exists t′ ∈ T
such that {¬D | ¬∃r.D ∈ t} ∪ {C} ⊆ t′;

Q3 for every t ∈ T , ∃u.C ∈ t iff there exists t′ ∈ T such
that C ∈ t′.

A basic structure for C0 is a pair (F, q), where F =
(W,R1, . . . , Rn) is a tree-shaped S5n-frame with root w0

and q is a function associating with every w ∈ W a quasis-
tate q(w) for C0, satisfying

B1 there exists a type t ∈ q(w0) such that C0 ∈ t.

A run through (F, q) is a function ρ mapping each world
w ∈ W into a type ρ(w) ∈ q(w) and satisfying the follow-
ing condition for every 3iC ∈ con(C0):

R1 3iC ∈ ρ(w) if there exists v ∈ W such that wRiv and
C ∈ ρ(v).

R2 if 3iC ∈ ρ(w) then there exists v ∈W such that wRiv
and C ∈ ρ(v).

An S5nALCOu quasimodel forC0 is a triple Q = (F, q,R),
where (F, q) is a basic structure for C0 and R is a set of runs
through (M, q) such that the following condition holds:

M1 for every w ∈ W and every t ∈ q(w), there exists
ρ ∈ R with ρ(w) = t;

M2 for every w ∈ W and for every t ∈ q(w), with {a} ∈
t, there exists exactly one ρ ∈ R such that {a} ∈ ρ(w).

The next lemma provides a link between quasimodels and
standard models.

Lemma 24. AnMLnALCOu -concept C0 is satisfiable in the
root of a tree-shaped S5nALCOu -model based on a frame F
iff there exists a S5nALCOu -quasimodel for C0 based on the
same frame F.

Proof. (⇒) Let M = (F,∆, I), with F = (W,R1, . . . , Rn)
be a tree-shaped S5nALCOu -model of modal depth at most
md(C0) with CIw0 6= ∅ for the root w0 of F. Let tIw(d) =
{C ∈ con(C0) | d ∈ CIw}, for every d ∈ ∆ and w ∈ W .
Clearly, tIw(d) is a concept type for C0 since it satisfies
(C1)–(C2). We now define a triple Q = (F, q,R), where

• q is the function from W to the set of quasistates for C0

defined by setting q(w) = {tIw(d) | d ∈ ∆}, for every
w ∈W ;

• R is the set of functions ρd from W to the set of types for
C0 defined by setting ρd(w) = tIw(d), for every d ∈ ∆
and w ∈W .

It is easy to show that Q is a quasimodel for C0. Indeed,
q is well-defined, as q(w) is a set of types for C0 satisfy-
ing (Q1)–(Q3), for every w ∈ W . Moreover, (F, q) is a
basic structure for C0 since M satisfies C0 in the root w0

of F and thus (F, q) satisfies (B1). The set of runs, R, by
construction, satisfies (R1) and (R2). Finally, by definition
of q(w) and of ρ, Q satisfies (M1), and, since for every
w ∈ W , if {a} ∈ t, there is exactly one d ∈ ∆ such that
d = {a}Iw , thus Q satisfies (M2).
(⇐) Suppose there is a quasimodel Q = (F, q,R) for C0.
Define a model M = (F,∆, I), by setting ∆ = R, and, for
any A ∈ NC, r ∈ NR and a ∈ NI:

• AIw = {ρ ∈ ∆ | A ∈ ρ(w)};
• rIw = {(ρ, ρ′) ∈ ∆ × ∆ | {¬C | ¬∃r.C ∈ ρ(w)} ⊆
ρ′(w)};

• uIw = ∆×∆;
• aIw = ρ, for the unique ρ ∈ R such that {a} ∈ ρ(w).

Observe that ∆ is well-defined since W is a non-empty set
and q(w) 6= ∅, for all w ∈W . Thus, by (M1), R 6= ∅. Also,
by (Q1) and (M2), aIw is well-defined. We now require the
following claim.

Claim 5. For every C ∈ con(C0), w ∈ W and ρ ∈ ∆,
ρ ∈ CIw iff C ∈ ρ(w).

Proof. The proof is by induction on C. The base cases,
C = A and C = {a}, follow immediately from the defi-
nition of M. We then consider the inductive cases.
Let C = ¬D. ¬D ∈ ρ(w) iff, by (C1), D 6∈ ρ(w). By
induction, D 6∈ ρ(w) iff ρ 6∈ DIw iff ρ ∈ (¬D)Iw .
Let C = D u E. Similar to the previous case, now by us-
ing (C2).
Let C = ∃u.D. ρ ∈ (∃u.D)Iw iff there exists ρ′ ∈ DIw .
By inductive hypothesis, ρ′ ∈ DIw iff D ∈ ρ′(w). By (Q3),
the previous step holds iff ∃u.D ∈ ρ(w).
Let C = ∃r.D. (⇒) Suppose that ρ ∈ (∃r.D)Iw . Then,
there exists ρ′ ∈ ∆ such that (ρ, ρ′) ∈ rIw and ρ′ ∈ DIw .
By inductive hypothesis, ρ′ ∈ DIw iff D ∈ ρ′(w). By
contradiction, assume that ∃r.D 6∈ ρ(w), then, by (C1),
¬∃r.D ∈ ρ(w). By definition of rIw , since (ρ, ρ′) ∈
rIw , then, ¬D ∈ ρ′(w), thus contradicting, by (C1), that
D ∈ ρ′(w). (⇐) Conversely, suppose that ∃r.D ∈ ρ(w).
By (Q2) and (M1), there exists a ρ′ ∈ ∆ such that {¬E |
¬∃r.E ∈ ρ(w)} ∪ {D} ⊆ ρ′(w). By inductive hypothe-
sis and the definition of rIw , ρ′ ∈ DIw and (ρ, ρ′) ∈ rIw .
Thus, ρ ∈ (∃r.D)Iw .
Let C = 3iD. ρ ∈ (3iD)Iw iff there exists v ∈ W such
that (w, v) ∈ Ri and ρ ∈ DIv . By inductive hypothesis,
ρ ∈ DIv iff D ∈ ρ(v). Hence, by (R1) and (R2), such a v
exists iff 3iD ∈ ρ(w).

Now we can easily finish the proof of Lemma 24 by ob-
serving that, by (B1), there exists a world w′ ∈ W and a
type t ∈ q(w′) such that C0 ∈ t. Thus, by (M1), there ex-
ists ρ ∈ R with ρ(w′) = t and, by Claim 5, ρ ∈ CIw′0 .



We now show the exponential finite model property in
terms of quasimodels.

Lemma 25. There exists an S5nALCOu quasimodel for C0 iff
there exists an S5nALCOu quasimodel for C0 of exponential
size in the length of C0.

Proof. Assume Q = (F, q,R) with F = (W,R1, . . . , Rn)
is given such that W is a prefix-closed set of words of the
form (7), where 1 ≤ ij ≤ m, ij 6= ij+1, and m is bounded
by md(C0).

For each ~w ∈W and t ∈ q(~w) we fix a proto-run, ρ~w,t ∈
R, for ~w and t with ρ~w,t(~w) = t. Let F(~w) denote the set
of selected proto-runs through q(~w), that is F(~w) = {ρ~w,t |
t ∈ q(~w)}. We also fix for any 3iC ∈ t ∈ q(~w) a proto-
witness ~w′ = v~w,i,C,t ∈ W such that ~w′ takes the form
~wiv (and so (~w, ~w′) ∈ Ri) and C ∈ ρ~w,t(~w

′), whenever
such a ~w′ exists. Note that such a ~w′ might not exist since
by the definition of Ri as equivalence closure in tree-shaped
models the witness for 3iC might also be t itself if C ∈
t or ~w could take the form ~w0iw for some ~w0 and either
C ∈ ρ~w,t(~w0) or there is w′ with ~w0iw

′ ∈ W and C ∈
ρ~w,t(~w0iw

′).
We next define inductively sets W0,W1, . . . ,WK ⊆ W

with K the depth of F by setting W0 = {w0} and Wj+1 =
W 1
j+1 ∪ · · · ∪Wn

j+1, where for 1 ≤ i ≤ n:

W i
j+1 = {v~w,i,C,t | 3iC ∈ t ∈ q(~w), ~w ∈Wj}.

Let W ′ = W0 ∪ · · · ∪WK and let R′1, . . . , R
′
n and q′ be the

restrictions of R1, . . . , Rn and q to W ′:

R′i = Ri ∩ (W ′ ×W ′), q′(~w) = q(~w) for ~w ∈W ′

Also let R′ denote the set of restrictions of the proto-runs
ρ~w,t with ~w ∈ W ′ to W ′. Let F′ = (W ′, R1,

′ . . . , R′n) and
Q′ = (F′, q′,R′). Then Q′ is a quasimodel except that the
proto-runs in R′ might not all satisfy (R2). Note that (R2)
holds for every proto-run ρ~w,t at the world ~w for those 3iC
for which im−1 6= i (assuming that ~w takes the form (7)) but
that there might not be witnesses for 3iC on ~w′ 6= ~w and if
im−1 = i. To ensure (R2) also in these cases we introduce,
in a careful way, copies of existing worlds that provide the
witnesses for such 3iC.

Denote the set of all bijections on R′ by B(R′). The new
domain is constructed using copies of the original domain
elements indexed by bijections in B(R′).

Take for any ~w ∈ W ′ and ρ ∈ R′ the bijection σ~w,ρ ∈
B(R′) that swaps ρ with the proto-run ρ~w,t with t = ρ(~w)
and maps the remaining runs to themselves. The ~w-repair
set, Rep(~w), is the set of all σ~w,ρ with ρ ∈ R′. Note that the
identity function, id, on R′ is an element of Rep(~w).

For any (~w, σ) ∈W ′ ×B(R′), define

Suci(~w, σ) = {(~w′, σ′) ∈W ′ ×B | ~w′ = ~wiw ∈W ′,
σ′ = τ ◦ σ for some τ ∈ Rep(~w)}

and let W ′′ denote the set of all words

~u = (~w0, σ0)i0(~w1, σ1)i1 · · · im−1(~wm, σm), (8)

where (~w0, σ0) := (w0, id) and (~wi+1, σi+1) ∈
Suci(~wi, σi) for 0 ≤ i < m.

Define q′′ by setting q′′(~u) = q′(~wm) for any ~u ∈ W ′′
of the form (8). Associate with any run ρ ∈ R′ a unique run
ρ↑ on W ′′ by setting ρ↑(~u) := σm(ρ)(~wm) for any ~u ∈W ′′
of the form (8) and let R′′ = {ρ↑ | ρ ∈ R′}.

We show that (F′′, q′′,R′′) with F′′ = (W ′′, R′′1 , . . . , R
′′
n)

the tree-shaped S5nALCOu frame defined by W ′′, is as re-
quired.

We show that conditions (B1), (R1), (R2), (M1), and
(M2) are satisfied.

Observe first that ρ 7→ ρ↑ is a bijection from R′ onto
R′′. To show this observe that the mapping is surjective by
definition. To show that it is injective, assume that ρ1 6= ρ2.
Take ~wm ∈ W ′ of the form (7) with ρ1(~wm) 6= ρ2(~wm).
Then let

~v = (~w0, id)i0(~w1, id)i1 · · · im−1(~wm, id) ∈W ′′,

where ~wi+1 = ~wiiwi+1 for i < m. We have ρ↑1(~v) =
id(ρ1)(~wm) 6= id(ρ2)(~wm), as required.

(B1) is straightforward.
We prove (M1) and (M2) in one go by showing that

for any ~u ∈ W ′′ of the form (8) and t ∈ q′′(~u) there
is a bijection between V0 = {ρ ∈ R′′ | ρ(~u) = t} and
V1 = {ρ ∈ R′ | ρ(~wm) = t} (recall that q′′(~u) = q′(~wm)).

Indeed, we claim that F : V0 → V1 defined by setting
F (ρ↑) = σm(ρ) is a bijection. As ρ 7→ ρ↑ is bijective and
ρ↑(~u) = σm(ρ)(~wm), F is a well defined function into V1.
It is injective since σm is also bijective, by definition. It is
surjective since for any ρ ∈ R′ with ρ(~wm) = t we have
F ((σ−1m (ρ))↑) = σmσ

−
m(ρ) = ρ and σ−1m (ρ) ∈ R′.

We next show (R1) and (R2). Assume that 3iC ∈
con(C0) and ρ↑ ∈ R′′. Consider ~u ∈W ′′ of the form (8).

For (R1), assume there exists ~v ∈W ′′ such that ~uR′′i ~v and
C ∈ ρ↑(~v). We have to show that 3iC ∈ ρ↑(~u). Observe
that the runs in R′ satisfy (R1) in Q′ and that, moreover,

R3 if 3iC ∈ ρ(~w) with ρ ∈ R′ and (~w, ~w′) ∈ R′i, then
3iC ∈ ρ(~w′).

We distinguish the following four cases.

1. ~v = ~u. Then 3iC ∈ ρ↑(~u) since we have 3iC ∈ t
whenever C ∈ t for 3iC ∈ con(C0) for any t.

2. ~v = ~ui(~uiwm+1, σm+1) for some (wm+1, σm+1) with
~wmiwm+1 ∈W ′ with σm+1 = τ ◦σn and τ ∈ Rep(~wm).
We have ρ↑(~u) = σm(ρ)(~wm) and ρ↑(~v) = τ ◦
σm(ρ)(~wmiwm+1). From C ∈ τ ◦ σm(ρ)(~wmiwm+1)
it follows that 3iC ∈ τ ◦ σm(ρ)(~wm) since τ ◦ σm(ρ)
satisfies condition (R1) for runs in Q′. Now τ ◦σm(ρ) co-
incides with σm(ρ) on ~wm. Hence 3iC ∈ σm(ρ)(~wm),
as required.

3. ~v = (~w0, σ0)i0(~w1, σ1)i1 · · · im−2(~wm−1, σm−1) and
im−1 = i.
We have σm = τ ′ ◦ σm−1 for some τ ′ ∈ Rep(~wm−1).
Note that ρ↑(~u) = τ ′◦σm−1(ρ)(~wm−1iwm) and ρ↑(~v) =
σm−1(ρ)(~wm−1). Now τ ′ ◦ σm−1(ρ) coincides with
σm−1(ρ) on ~wm−1. Hence C ∈ τ ′ ◦ σm−1(ρ)(~wm−1).
Hence 3iC ∈ τ ′ ◦ σm−1(ρ)(~wm−1iwm) since τ ′ ◦ σm−1
satisfies condition (R1) for runs in Q′, as required.



4. for ~v′ = (~w0, σ0)i0(~w1, σ1)i1 · · · im−2(~wm−1, σm−1)
and im−1 = i we have ~v = ~v′i(~wm−1iw

′
m, σ

′
m) for some

(w′m, σ
′
m) with ~wm−1iw

′
m ∈ W ′ and σ′m = τ ◦ σm−1

for some τ ∈ Rep(~wm−1). We can then first show that
3iC ∈ ρ↑(~v′) in exactly the same way as in the proof
of Point 2. Now we can argue in the same way as in the
proof of Point 3 and using (R3) that 3iC ∈ ρ↑(~u).

For (R2), assume 3iC ∈ ρ↑(~u). We have to show that
there exists ~v ∈ W ′′ such that ~uR′′i ~v and C ∈ ρ↑(~v). We
have ρ↑(~u) = σm(ρ)(~wm) and distinguish the following
three cases:

1. C ∈ σm(ρ)(~wm). Then we are done since then for ~v = ~u
we have C ∈ ρ↑(~v) and we have ~uR′′i ~v.

2. for t = σm(ρ)(~wm) we have for the proto-run ρ~wm,t ∈ R
that there is a proto-witness ~wm+1 = v~wm,i,C,t ∈ W ′ of
the form ~wmiwm+1. Then C ∈ ρ~wm,t(~wm+1).
Then let ~v = ~ui(~wm+1, τ ◦ σm) where τ swaps
σm(ρ) with ρ~wm,t. We have ~uR′′i ~v and ρ↑(~v) = τ ◦
σm(ρ)(~wm+1) = ρ~wm,t(~wm+1). So C ∈ ρ↑(~v), as re-
quired.

3. im−1 = i and 3iC ∈ σm−1(ρ)(~wm−1). If
C ∈ σm−1(ρ)(~wm−1), then C ∈ ρ↑(~v) for ~v =
(~w0, σ0)i0(~w1, σ1)i1 · · · im−2(~wm−1, σm−1) and we are
done.
Otherwise we can proceed with σm−1(ρ)(~wm−1) in the
same way as we did with σm(ρ)(~wm) in Point 2 and find
for ~v′ = (~w0, σ0)i0(~w1, σ1)i1 · · · im−2(~wm−1, σm−1)
a ~v = ~v′i(~wm−1iw

′
m, σ

′
m) for some (w′m, σ

′
m) with

~wm−1iw
′
m ∈ W ′ and σ′m = τ ◦ σm−1 for some τ ∈

Rep(~wm−1) such that C ∈ ρ↑(~v).

Clearly, the quasimodel (F′′, q′′,R′′) is of at most exponen-
tial size, as required.

The exponential finite model property now follows from
Lemma 25 using Lemma 24.

Theorem 12. Kf∗nALCOιu concept satisfiability under global
ontology is decidable with expanding domains, for n ≥ 1.

As before, it suffices to consider total concept satisfia-
bility under ontologies without definite descriptions. For
Kf∗nALCOu , the decidability proof for concept satisfiability
without ontologies is easily extended to a proof with ontolo-
gies, so we consider concept satisfiability without ontology.
Call a finite frame F = (W,R1, . . . , Rn, R) a finite tree-
shaped frame if R is the transitive closure of R1 ∪ · · · ∪Rn
and there exists a w0 ∈W such that the domain W of F is a
prefix closed set of words of the form

~w = w0i0w1 · · · in−1wm (9)

where 1 ≤ ij ≤ n, and

Ri = {(~w, ~wiw) | ~wiw ∈W}.

We call w0 the root of F. A finite tree-shaped model
takes the form M = (F,∆, I) with F a finite tree-shaped
frame. A straightforward unfolding argument shows that

any MLnALCOu -concept that is satisfiable in a Kf∗nALCOu -
model is also satisfiable in a finite tree-shaped model. So we
start with finite tree-shaped models.

Given anMLnALCOu -concept C0, let con(C0) be the clo-
sure under single negation of the set of concepts occurring
in C0. A type for C0 is a subset t of con(C0) such that

C1 ¬C ∈ t iff C 6∈ t, for all ¬C ∈ con(C0);

C2 C uD ∈ t iff C,D ∈ t, for all C uD ∈ con(C0).

Note that there are at most 2|con(C0)| types for C0. We fix
an ordering t1, . . . , tk of the set of types for C0. We use
vectors ~x = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ (N ∪ {∞})k to represent that
the type ti is satisfied by xi-many elements in a world w,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let |~x| =

∑k
i=1 xi. A quasistate for C0

is a vector ~x = (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ (N ∪ {∞})k with |~x| > 0
satisfying the following conditions:

Q1 for every {a} ∈ con(C0),∑
{a}∈ti

xi = 1;

Q2 for every xi > 0 and every ∃r.C ∈ ti, there exists
xj > 0 such that {¬D | ¬∃r.D ∈ ti} ∪ {C} ⊆ tj ;

Q3 for every xi > 0 and ∃u.C ∈ ti iff there exists xj > 0
with such that C ∈ tj .

A basic structure for C0 is a pair (F, q), where F =
(W,R1, . . . , Rn) is a finite tree-shaped frame with root w0

and q is a function associating with every w ∈ W a quasis-
tate q(w) for C0, satisfying

B1 there exists i ≤ k with q(w0)i > 0 such that C0 ∈ ti.

Call a subset V of W Ri-closed if v ∈ V whenever w ∈ V
andwRiv. Call V R-closed if V isRi-closed for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
A run through (F, q) is a partial function ρ mapping worlds
w ∈ W to natural numbers ρ(w) ≤ k with q(w)ρ(w) >
0 such that the domain of ρ is R-closed and satisfies the
following condition for every 3iC ∈ con(C0):

R1 3iC ∈ tρ(w) if there exists v ∈ W such that wRiv and
C ∈ tρ(v);

R2 if 3iC ∈ tρ(w) then there exists v ∈W such that wRiv
and C ∈ tρ(v).

A quasimodel for C0 is a triple Q = (F, q,R), where
(F, q) is a basic structure for C0, and R is a set of runs
through (M, q) such that the following condition holds:

M1 for every w ∈W and every i ≤ k,

|{ρ ∈ R | ρ(w) = i}| = q(w)i.

The following lemma provides a link between quasimodels
for C0 and models satisfying C0.

Lemma 26. AnMLnALCOu -concept C0 is satisfiable in the
root of a finite tree-shaped model iff there exists a quasi-
model for C0 based on the same frame.



Proof. (⇒) Let M = (F,∆, I), with F = (W,R1, . . . , Rn)
be a finite tree-shaped model with CIw0 6= ∅ for the root w0

of F. Let tIw(d) = {C ∈ con(C0) | d ∈ CIw}, for every
d ∈ ∆ and w ∈ W . Clearly, tIw(d) is a type for C0 since it
satisfies (C1)–(C2). We now define a triple Q = (F, q,R),
where

• q is the function from W to the set of quasistates for C0

defined by setting q(w) = (x1, . . . , xk) with

xi = |{d ∈ ∆w | tIw(d) = ti}|

for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and every w ∈W ;
• R is the set of functions ρd from W to {1, . . . , k} defined

by setting ρd(w) = i if tIw(d) = ti, for every d ∈ ∆ and
w ∈W .

It is easy to show that Q is a quasimodel for C0.
(⇐) Suppose there is a quasimodel Q = (F, q,R) for C0.
Define a model M = (F,∆, I), by setting ∆w = {ρ ∈ R |
w ∈ dom(ρ)}, and, for any A ∈ NC, r ∈ NR and a ∈ NI:

• AIw = {ρ ∈ ∆w | A ∈ ρ(w)};
• rIw = {(ρ, ρ′) ∈ ∆w ×∆w | {¬C | ¬∃r.C ∈ ρ(w)} ⊆
ρ′(w)};

• uIw = ∆w ×∆w;
• aIw = ρ, for the unique ρ ∈ ∆w such that {a} ∈ ρ(w).

Observe that ∆ is well-defined and expanding since |~x| > 0
for every quasistate ~x and since the domain of each ρ ∈ R is
R-closed. The following claim is now straightforward from
the definition of quasimodels for C0.

Claim 6. For every C ∈ con(C0), w ∈ W and ρ ∈ ∆,
ρ ∈ CIw iff C ∈ tρ(w).

Now we can easily finish the proof of the proposition by
observing that, by (B1), there exists i ≤ k with q(w0)i > 0
such that C0 ∈ ti. Then there exists a ρ ∈ R with ρ(w0) =

i. Hence, by the above claim, ρ ∈ CIw0
0 .

The size of a quasimodel Q = (F, q,R) with F =
(W,R1, . . . , Rn) is defined as

|W | ×max{|q(w)| | w ∈W}.

Our next aim is to show that there exists a quasimodel for
C0 of size bounded by a recursive function in |C0| (in par-
ticular with |q(w)| < ∞ for all w). We are going to apply
Dickson’s Lemma. For some k > 0, let (Nk,≤) be the set of
k-tuples of natural numbers ordered by the natural product
ordering: for ~x = (x1, . . . , xk) and ~y = (y1, . . . , yk) we set
~x ≤ ~y if xi ≤ yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. A pair ~x, ~y with ~x ≤ ~y is
called an increasing pair. Dickson’s Lemma states every in-
finite sequence ~x1, ~x2, . . . ∈ Nk contains an increasing pair
~xi1 , ~xi2 with i1 < i2. In fact, assuming |~xi| ≤ |~xi+1| for all
i ≥ 0 and given recursive bounds on |~x1| and |~xi+1| − |~xi|
one can compute a recursive bound on the length of the
longest sequence without any increasing pair (Figueira et al.
2011).

Assume a finite tree-shaped frame F = (W,R1, . . . , Rn)
with root w0 and worlds of the form (9) is given. Then we

say that ~w is the predecessor of ~wiw ∈ W in F and that
~wiw ∈ W is a successor of ~w in F. Worlds reachable along
a path of predecessors from a world are called ancestors and
worlds reachable along a path of successors from a world
are called descendants. We set ~w < ~w′ if ~w is a predecessor
of ~w′ and W~w = {~w} ∪ {~v ∈W | ~w < ~v}.

We now show that one can reduce quasimodels for
C0 to quasimodels for C0 not having increasing pairs
|q(~w)|, |q(~w′)|with ~w < ~w′ and satisfying recursive bounds
for |q(w0)|, |q(~wiw)|−|q(~w)|, and the outdegree of each ~w.
We then obtain a recursive bound on the size of such quasi-
models from Dickson’s Lemma.
Lemma 27. There exists a quasimodel for C0 iff there exists
a quasimodel Q = (F, q,R) for C0 with

1. |q(w0)| ≤ 2|C0|, for the root w0 of Q;
2. if v is a successor of w, then |q(v)| ≤ |q(w)|+ 2|C0|;
3. if w < v, then q(w) 6≤ q(v);
4. the outdgree of w in F is bounded by |q(w)| × |C0|.

Proof. Assume that a quasimodel Q for C0 with Q =
(F, q,R) and F = (W,R1, . . . , Rn) with root w0 is given.
We may assume that every run ρ ∈ R has a root w ∈ W in
the sense that Ww = dom(ρ). We let Rw denote the set of
runs with root w. We introduce a few rules that allow us to
modify Q:

Minimize root. Assume q(w0) = (x1, . . . , xk). Pick for any
xi > 0 a single ρi ∈ R with ρi(w0) = i. Now construct an
updated Q′ = (F′, q′,R′) by defining

• F′ = F,
• q′(w0) = (min{x1, 1}, . . . ,min{xk, 1}) and q′(w) =
q(w) for all w 6= w0,

• R′ as the set of selected runs ρi, all runs in R \Rw0 , and
the restrictions of all remaining ρ ∈ Rw0 to Ww for w a
successor of w0.

It is easy to see that Q′ is a quasimodel for C0 satisfying
Condition 1.

Minimize non-root: Assume v is a successor of w and
q(v) = (x1, . . . , xk). Call i ≤ k increasing at v if there
exists ρi ∈ Rv such that ρi(v) = i. Select for any such i
such a ρi ∈ Rv . We construct an updated Q′ = (F′, q′,R′)
by defining

• F′ = F,
• q′(v) = (x′i, . . . , x

′
k) with

x′i = |{ρ ∈ R | w ∈ dom(ρ), ρ(v) = i}|+ 1

if i is increasing at v and x′i = xi otherwise. Set q′(w′) =
q(w′) for all w′ 6= v.

• R′ as the set of selected runs ρi, all runs in R \ Rv , and
the restrictions of all remaining ρ ∈ Rv to Wv′ for v′ a
successor of v.

It is easy to see that Q′ is a quasimodel for C0 satisfying
Condition 2 for w and v.

Drop interval 1: Consider ~w = ~w′iw ∈ W and ~v = ~v′jv ∈
W with ~w < ~v and



• q(~w) = (x1, . . . , xk);
• q(~v) = (y1, . . . , yk);
• xi ≤ yi for all i ≤ k.

Now construct an updated Q′ = (F′, q′,R′) by defining

• F′ is the frame determined by W ′ with

W ′ = (W \W~w) ∪ {~w′i~r | ~v′j~r ∈W~v}.
• Set q′(~u) = q(~u) for all ~u ∈ W \W~w and q′(~w′i~r) =
q(~v′j~r) for all ~v′j~r ∈W~v.

• Take for any ρ ∈ R with ~w′ ∈ dom(ρ) a f(ρ) ∈ R with
~v ∈ dom(f(ρ)) such that f(ρ)(~v) = ρ(~w). We can ensure
that all f(ρ) are distinct since xi ≤ yi for all i ≤ k. Then
let ρ′ ∈ R′ with ρ′ defined by setting ρ′(~u) = ρ(~u) for
~u ∈ W \W~w and ρ′(~w′i~r) = f(ρ)(~v′j~r) for all ~v′j~r ∈
W~v.
Also add all ρ ∈ R with dom(ρ)∩W~w = ∅ to R′. Finally,
for all ρ with dom(ρ) ⊆ W~w which were not selected as
an f(ρ), add the ρ′ to R′ defined by setting ρ′(~w′i~r) =
ρ(~v′j~r) for all ~v′j~r ∈W~v.

It is easy to see that Q′ is a quasimodel for C0.

Drop interval 2: Consider the root w0 and v ∈W with

• q(w0) = (x1, . . . , xk);
• q(v) = (y1, . . . , yk);
• xi ≤ yi for all i ≤ k.

Then construct an updated Q′ = (F′, q′,R′) by restricting
Q to Wv in the obvious way.

Restrict outdegree. Consider ~w ∈ W and assume q(~w) =
(x1, . . . , xk). To bound the number of successors of ~w to
|q(~w)| × |C0| pick for every j ≤ k with xj > 0 and every
3iC ∈ tj for every run ρ ∈ R with ρ(~w) = j a successor
~wiw ∈ W with C ∈ tρ(~wiw) or 3iC ∈ tρ(~wiw). Let V be
the set of successors ofW picked in this way. Then construct
an updated Q′ = (F′, q′,R′) by restricting Q to

W ′ = (W \W~w) ∪ {~w} ∪
⋃
~v∈V

W~v.

It is easy to see that Q′ is a quasimodel for C0 such that the
outdegree of ~w is bounded by |q(~w)| × |C0|.

By applying the rules above exhaustively, we obtain a
quasimodel satisfying the conditions of the lemma.

As argued above, it follows from Lemma 27 that we have
a recursive bound on the size of a quasimodel for C0. By
Lemma 26, we then also have a recursive bound on the
size of a finite tree-shaped model satisfying C0. This shows
the decidability of concept-satisfiability for Kf∗nALCOu in ex-
panding domain models.

We now discuss concept satisfiability for GLALCOιu
and GrzALCOιu under expanding domains. We focus on
GLALCOιu , GrzALCOιu can be treated similarly. Note that
a straightforward selective filtration argument applied to ap-
propriate quasimodels shows that in GLALCOιu over ex-
panding domain models every satisfiable concept is sat-
isfied in a finite model. This observation implies that a

MLnALCOιu -concept C with a single modal operator is sat-
isfiable in an expanding domain model for GLALCOιu iff it
is satisfiable in a model for Kf∗nALCOιu with expanding do-
mains, where the modal operator in C is interpreted by the
transitive closure of R1 ∪ · · · ∪ Rn. Hence the decidability
of concept-satisfiability for GLALCOιu over expanding do-
main models is a consequence of the decidability of concept
satisfiability for Kf∗nALCOιu over expanding domain models.

The decidability of concept-satisfiability for GLALCOιu
over expanding domain models can also be derived from de-
cidability results for expanding domain product modal log-
ics. We define the relevant modal logics using DL syntax.
Consider the modal DL with a single role, o, interpreted as
a Noetherian strict linear order. In DL syntax, concepts in
MLnlin are of the form

C ::= A | ¬C | (C u C) | ∃o.C | 3iC,

where i ∈ I .
Theorem 28. Let C be a class of frames. Then C-
satisfiability ofMLnALCOu -concepts can be reduced in dou-
ble exponential time to C-satisfiability of MLnlin-concepts,
both with constant and expanding domains.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 10 (1).
Assume an MLnALCOu -concept C is given. Assume for
simplicity that C contains a single modal operator, denoted
by 2. Let m be the modal depth of C. Let con(C) be the
closure under single negation of the set of concepts occur-
ring in C. A type for C is a subset t of con(C) such that
¬C ∈ t iff C 6∈ t, for all ¬C ∈ con(O). A quasistate for D
is a non-empty set T of types for C. The description of T is
theMLnALCOu -concept

ΞT = ∀u.(
⊔
t∈T

t) u
l

t∈T

∃u.t.

Let SC denote the set of all quasistates T for C that are
ALCOu-satisfiable, that is, such that ΞtT is satisfiable, where
ΞtT denotes the result of replacing every outermost occur-
rence of 3iD byA3iD, for a fresh concept nameA3iD. We
know that SC can be computed in double exponential time.

Let ∃o+.D = D t ∃o.D and ∀o+.D = D u ∀o.D. We
reserve for any D ∈ con(C) of the form {a} or ∃r.D′
or ∃u.D′ a fresh concept name AD. Define a mapping ·]
that associates with every MLnALCOu -concept an MLnlin-
concept by replacing outermost occurrences of concepts of
the form {a} or ∃r.D′ or ∃u.D′ by the respective fresh con-
cept name.

Let C∗ denote the conjunction of:

1. C];
2. 2≤m

⊔
T∈SC (∀o+.(

⊔
t∈T t]) u

d
t∈T ∃o+.t

]);

3. 2≤m
d
∃u.D∈con(C)(A∃u.D ⇔ ∃o+.D]);

4. 2≤m∃o+.{a}], for every a in C;
5. 2≤m∀o+.({a}] ⇒ ∀o.¬{a}]), for every a in C.

The following lemma completes the proof of the reduction.

Lemma 29. C is C-satisfiable iff C∗ is C-satisfiable in a
MLnlin-model, with constant and expanding domains.



Now decidability of concept satisfiability for GLALCOιu
over expanding domain models follows from decidability of
satisfiability ofML1

lin-concepts in models with expanding
domains and transitive Noetherian frames (Gabelaia et al.
2006).

E Proofs for Section 6
The following two theorems share the same proof below.
Theorem 14. With constant domains, concept satisfiabil-
ity is Σ1

1-complete for LTL3
ALCOu and LTLALCOu , and

undecidable for LTLf3
ALCOu ; also, concept satisfiability

under global ontology is Σ1
1-complete for LTL3

ALCO and
LTLALCO, and undecidable for LTLf3

ALCO.

Theorem 15. (1) With expanding domains, concept satisfi-
ability is undecidable for LTL3

ALCOu , and concept satisfia-
bility under global ontology is undecidable for LTL3

ALCO.
(2) With expanding domains, concept satisfiability (un-

der global ontology) is decidable for LTLfALCOιu . How-
ever, both problems are Ackermann-hard for LTLf3

ALCOu ;
moreover, concept satisfiability under global ontology is
Ackermann-hard for LTLf3

ALCO.

Proof. The proofs of these two theorems rely on the follow-
ing results: the problem of satisfiability of T L3

Diff concepts
is known (Hampson and Kurucz 2015) to be

1. Σ1
1-complete in constant-domain interpretations over

(N, <);
2. recursively enumerable, but undecidable in constant-

domain interpretations over finite flows of time;
3. undecidable (co-r.e.) in expanding-domains interpreta-

tions over (N, <);
4. decidable, but Ackermann-hard in expanding-domains in-

terpretations over finite flows of time.

As a consequence of Theorem 10 (2) and results 1–3 above,
we obtain the following: in constant-domain interpretations,
concept satisfiability is Σ1

1-hard for LTL3
ALCOu and unde-

cidable for LTLf3
ALCOu , while in expanding-domains in-

terpretations, the problem is undecidable for LTL3
ALCOu .

As a consequence of result 4, concept satisfiability in
expanding-domains interpretations is Ackermann-hard for
LTLf3

ALCOu .
To prove the results for the languages without the univer-

sal modality, we first replace the satisfiability problem for a
given concept, say, C, with the satisfiability problem for a
concept name A under the global ontology O = {A ≡ C}.
Next, we transform global ontology O into normal form;
see Lemma 4. Next, the reduction in Lemma 6 allows
us to obtain the undecidability (including Σ1

1-hardness) and
Ackermann-hardness results for the problem of concept sat-
isfiability under global ontology in languages without the
universal role.

The membership in Σ1
1 follows from the fact that the prob-

lem can be encoded in second-order arithmetic with exis-
tential quantifiers over binary predicate symbols for concept
names and ternary predicate symbols for role names.

To show decidability of concept satisfiability (under
global ontology) for LTLfALCOιu , we first eliminate definite
descriptions; see Proposition 8. The result then is a conse-
quence of Theorem 28 and the decidability results proved
for concept satisfiability in the language with both ‘next’
and ‘eventually’ (Gabelaia et al. 2006, Theorem 3); note
that for LTLf3

ALCOu this follows more directly from Theo-
rem 10 (1) and the result 4 above.

Theorem 16. (1) With constant domains, LTL3
ELO CI en-

tailment is Π1
1-complete and LTLf3

ELO CI entailment is un-
decidable.

(2) With expanding domains, LTL3
ELO CI entailment is

undecidable.
(3) With expanding domains, LTLf3

ELO CI entailment is
decidable but Ackermann-hard.

Proof. We prove these results by reduction from the satis-
fiability under global ontology in the languages based on
ALC. Let A be a concept name and O a T LALCOιu on-
tology. By Lemma 4, we assume that O is in normal form.
First, we eliminate occurrences of ¬: every CI of the form
B1 v ¬B2 is replaced by B1 u B2 v ⊥ and every CI of
the form ¬B1 v B2 is first replaced by > v B1 t B2.
Then, we eliminate the disjunction from the C by using the
method suggested in (Artale et al. 2007): each CI of the form
> v B1 tB2 is replaced with the following:

> v ∃q.(3X1 u3X2),

∃q.3(X1 u3X2) v B1,

∃q.3(X1 uX2) v B1,

∃q.3(X2 u3X1) v B2,

where q is a fresh role name, and X1 and X2 are fresh con-
cept names. One can clearly see that every interpretation M′

satisfying the four CI above also satisfies > v B1 tB2. In-
deed, for every t ∈ N and every d ∈ ∆t, there is a d′ ∈ ∆t

such that d′ ∈ (3Xi)
It , for i = 1, 2. Thus, d′ ∈ XItii , for

ti > t and i = 1, 2. Depending on whether t1 ≥ t2 or not,
we have d ∈ BIti for either i = 1 or i = 2, thus satisfying
> v B1 tB2.

Conversely, if > v B1 t B2 is satisfied at all w ∈ W in
some M over (N, <) such that the ∆t is countably infinite,
for each t ∈ N, then M can be extended by interpreting the
fresh symbols to satisfy the four CIs above: for every t ∈ N
and every d ∈ ∆t, we pick a unique element d′ ∈ ∆t and
make it the qIt -successor of d; since the domains are count-
ably infinite, we can choose these qIt -successor in such a
way that no d′ is the qIt1 -successor of d1 and the qIt2 -
successor of d2 for distinct pairs (t1, d1) and (t2, d2). It now
remains to define the interpretation of X1 and X2: for every
t ∈ N and every d ∈ ∆t, let d′ be the qIt -successor of d; if
d ∈ BIt1 , then we include d′ in XIt+1

1 and in XIt+2

2 ; other-
wise, we include d′ in XIt+2

1 and in XIt+1

2 . The interpreta-
tion of X1 and X2 is well-defined due to our assumption on
the interpretation of q.

A similar transformation works for the finite flows, but
we need to reserve two last instants for the interpretation
of X1 and X2. To achieve this, we ‘relativise’ all CIs in a



given ontologyO: every CI of the formC1 v C2 is replaced
by 33> u C1 v C2 (alternatively, ©©> can be used). It
should be clear that O is satisfied in an interpretation based
on a flow ([0, n], <) iff the relativised ontology O′ is satis-
fied in an interpretation based on a flow ([0, n + 2], <); the
two interpretations coincide on the first n instants, but the
additional two instants are simply ignored by the relativised
CIs and so, all concept and role names can be assumed to
be empty there. Now, we can apply the procedure for elimi-
nating the negation described above (note that the two addi-
tional time instants can now be used to interpret X1 and X2

in any suitable way).
So, we now have a T LALCOιu ontologyO′ in normal form

without any occurrences of the ¬ operator. We have also
shown that A is satisfied under O in an interpretation based
on an infinite (respectively, finite) flow and having countably
infinite domains iff A is satisfied under O′ in an interpreta-
tion based on an infinite (respectively, finite) flow and hav-
ing countably infinite domains. It remains to eliminate ⊥.
To this end, we again use the method suggested in (Artale
et al. 2007) and take a fresh concept name L and replace all
occurrences of⊥ with L. In addition, we extendO′ with the
following CIs:

∃s.L v L, for all role names s in O′,
3L v L.

Denote the resulting ontology by O′′. We can easily show
that A is satisfied under O′ iff A v L is not entailed by O′′.

Theorem 17. With constant and with expanding domains,
concept satisfiability is EXPTIME-complete for LTL◦ALCOu
and LTLf◦ALCOu and in EXPTIME for LTL◦ALCO and
LTLf◦ALCO.

Proof. LetC0 be an T L◦ALCOu concept. By Proposition 3, it
is sufficient to consider total satisfiability. Set d = md(C0).
Observe that C0 is satisfiable in an interpretation of the form
(∆, (It)t∈[0,n]) with n ∈ N iff it is satisfiable in an in-
terpretation of the form (∆, (It)t∈[0,n]) with n ≤ d. Fix
m0 ≤ d. Below, we give an exponential-time subrou-
tine that checks satisfiability in an interpretation of the form
(∆, (It)t∈[0,m0]). By going through all m0 ≤ d, we obtain
an exponential-time algorithm that checks satisfiability for
LTLf◦ALCOu in constant domains, which, by Proposition 9,
also gives the same upper bound for the problem in expand-
ing domains. An algorithm for LTL◦ALCOu in constant do-
mains simply checks satisfiability in an interpretation of the
form (∆, (It)t∈[0,m0]) for m0 = d; the case of expanding
domains is again due to Proposition 9.

As before, a type for C0 is a subset t of con(C0) such that

C1 ¬C ∈ t iff C 6∈ t, for all ¬C ∈ con(C0);
C2 C uD ∈ t iff C,D ∈ t, for all C uD ∈ con(C0).

Denote by T the set of types for C0. We clearly have |T | ≤
2|con(C0)|. Given an interpretation M = (∆, (It)t∈[0,m0]),
denote by tIi(d) the type realised by d ∈ ∆ in Ii, for i ≤
m0.

The subroutine is an elimination procedure on the set of
all (m0 + 1)-tuples ρ of types (t0, · · · , tm0

), called runs.
Runs can be thought of as elements in Tm0+1 and so the
number of runs is bounded by 2|con(C0)|(m0+1). The compo-
nents of a run ρ are denoted ρ(0), . . . , ρ(m0). We write

ρ→r,i ρ
′

if C ∈ ρ′(i) implies ∃r.C ∈ ρ(i) for all ∃r.C ∈ con(C0).
Given an interpretation M = (∆, (It)t∈[0,m0]), denote by
ρMd = (tI0(d), . . . , tIm0 (d)) the run realised by d ∈ ∆
in M.

Let a1, . . . , an be the nominals in C0. To construct the
initial set R0 of runs, we fix two parameters:

• an (m0 + 1)-tuple (U0, . . . , Um0) of u-types, where each
U i is a set containing either ∃u.C or ¬∃u.C, for every
∃u.C ∈ con(C0);

• a set N of at most n(m0 + 1) nominal runs ρ ∈ Tm0+1

such that
– U i ⊆ ρ(i), for all ρ ∈ N and i ≤ m0, and
– for every ρ ∈ N, there is i ≤ m0 such that {aj} ∈ ρ(i),

for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n;
– for every i ≤ m0 and every 1 ≤ j ≤ n, there is exactly

one nominal run ρ ∈ N such that {aj} ∈ ρ(i).

Then we take R0 = N ∪ O, where O is the set of all runs
without nominals consistent with the fixed u-types, that is,
all runs ρ ∈ Tm0+1 such that

• U i ⊆ ρ(i), for all i ≤ m0, and
• {aj} /∈ ρ(i), for all i ≤ m0 and 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

We now exhaustively apply the run elimination procedure
and to remove each run ρ from R0 that satisfies one of the
following:

• there is i ≤ m0 and ©C ∈ ρ(i) and either i = m0 or
i < m0 but C /∈ ρ(i+ 1);

• there is i < m0 and C ∈ ρ(i + 1) but ©C /∈ ρ(i), for
©C ∈ con(C0);

• there is i ≤ m0 and ∃u.C ∈ ρ(i) but there is no ρ′ with
C ∈ ρ′(i);

• there is i ≤ m0 and ∃r.C ∈ ρ(i) but there is no ρ′ with
C ∈ ρ′(i) and ρ→r,i ρ

′.

Assume that R is the remaining set of runs.

Lemma 30. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) C0 is satisfiable in a total interpretation M =

(∆, (It)t∈[0,m0]) such that

• U i = {∃u.C ∈ con(C0) | (∃u.C)Ii = ∆}∪
{¬∃u.C ∈ con(C0) | (∃u.C)Ii = ∅}, for i ≤ m0;

• N = {ρM
a
Ii
j

| i ≤ m0, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}.

(2) the set R of runs satisfies the following conditions:

• N ⊆ R;
• C0 ∈ ρ(0) for some ρ ∈ R.



Proof. If (1) holds, then take a witness total interpretation
M. Let R′ be the set of runs ρMd for d ∈ ∆. It is easy to
see that R ⊇ R′ ⊇ N. Moreover, ρMd0 , for some d0 ∈ CI00 ,
provides the requited witness run for (2).

Conversely, assume that (2) holds. Construct a total inter-
pretation M by setting:

• ∆ = R;
• aIi = ρ iff {a} ∈ ρ(i), for i ≤ m0;
• ρ ∈ AIi iff A ∈ ρ(i), for i ≤ m0;
• (ρ, ρ′) ∈ rIi iff ρ→r,i ρ

′, for i ≤ m0.

It is now easy to show that M is well-defined and as required
for (1).

The exponential-time subroutine for satisfiability in inter-
pretations of length m0 + 1 is obtained by going through all
u-types and sets of nominal runs (of which there are only
exponentially many).

Theorem 18. With constant domains, concept satisfiabil-
ity under global ontology is undecidable for LTL◦ALCO and
LTLf◦ALCO.

Proof. The result is obtained by a reduction of the (undecid-
able) halting problem for (two-counter) Minsky machines
starting with 0 as initial counter values (Degtyarev, Fisher,
and Lisitsa 2002; Baader et al. 2017).

A (two-counter) Minsky machine is a pair M = (Q,P ),
where Q = {q0, . . . , qL} is a set of states and P =
(I0, . . . , IL-1) is a sequence of instructions. We assume q0
to be the initial state, and qL to be the halting state. More-
over, the instruction Ii is executed at state qi, for 0 ≤ i < L.
Each instruction I can have one of the following forms,
where r ∈ {r1, r2} is a register that stores non-negative in-
tegers as values, and q, q′ are states:

1. I = +(r, q) – add 1 to the value of register r and go to
state q;

2. I = −(r, q, q′) – if the value of register r is (strictly)
greater than 0, subtract 1 from the value of r and go to
state q; otherwise, go to state q′.

Given a Minsky machineM , a configuration ofM is a triple
(q, v1, v2), where q is a state of M and v1, v2 ∈ N are the
values of registers r1, r2, respectively. In the following, we
denote k = 3− k, for k ∈ {1, 2}. Given i, j ≥ 0, we
write (qi, v1, v2) ⇒M (qj , v

′
1, v
′
2) iff one of the following

conditions hold:

• Ii = +(rk, qj), v′k = vk + 1 and v′
k

= vk;
• Ii = −(rk, qj , q

′), vk > 0, v′k = vk − 1, and v′
k

= vk;
• Ii = −(rk, q

′, qj), vk = v′k = 0, and v′
k

= vk.

Given an input (v1, v2) ∈ N × N, the computation of M
on input (v1, v2) is the (unique) longest sequence of config-
urations (q0, v01 , v

0
2) ⇒M (q1, v11 , v

1
2) ⇒M . . ., such that

q0 = q0, v01 = v1 and v02 = v2. We say that M halts on
input (0, 0) if the computation of M on input (0, 0) is finite:
thus, its initial configuration takes the form (q0, 0, 0), while
its last configuration has the form (qL, v1, v2), for some

v1, v2 ∈ N. The halting problem for Minsky machines is the
problem of deciding, given a Minsky machine M , whether
M halts on input (0, 0). This problem is known to be un-
decidable; see, e.g., (Degtyarev, Fisher, and Lisitsa 2002;
Baader et al. 2017).

To represent the computation of a Minsky machine M on
input (0, 0), we use the temporal dimension to model suc-
cessive configurations in the computation. We introduce a
concept name Qi, for each state qi of M . Concept names
R1, R2 are used to represent registers r1, r2, respectively:
the value of register rk at any computation step will coin-
cide with the cardinality of the extension of Rk at the corre-
sponding moment of time. The incrementation of the value
of register rk is modelled by requiring that the extension of
concept ¬Rk u ©Rk is included in that of nominal {ak};
dually, the decrementation of register rk is modelled by in-
cluding the extension of Rk u ©¬Rk in the nominal {bk}.
Since the individual names ak and bk are interpreted non-
rigidly, the (unique) element added or subtracted from the
extension of Rk will vary over time.

We first construct a T L◦ALCOu ontology OM such that

• Q0 is satisfiable under OM over (N, <) iff machine M
never halts on (0, 0);

• Q0 is satisfiable under OM over finite flows of time iff
machine M halts on (0, 0);

Then, Lemmas 4 and 6 can be used to replace the ontology
OM with a T L◦ALCO ontology OM with the same property,
thus establishing the required results.

We use the following CIs to ensure that concepts Qi rep-
resenting states are either empty or coincide with the whole
domain at any moment of time:

(S1) ∃u.Qi v Qi, for all 0 ≤ i ≤ L;
(S2) Qi uQj v ⊥, for all 0 ≤ i < j ≤ L.

Next, we encode instructions. We begin with incremen-
tation. An instruction of the form Ii = +(rk, qj) is repre-
sented by the following CIs:

(I1) Qi v ∃u.({ak} u ¬Rk);
(I2) Qi v ©Rk ⇔ (Rk t {ak});
(I3) Qi v ©Rk ⇔ Rk;
(I4) Qi v ©Qj .

An instructions of the form Ii = −(rk, qj , qh) is represented
by the following CIs:

(D1) Qi u ∃u.Rk v ∃u.({bk} uRk);
(D2) Qi v ©Rk ⇔ (Rk u ¬{bk});
(D3) Qi v ©Rk ⇔ Rk;
(D4) Qi u ∃u.Rk v ©Qj ;
(D5) Qi u ¬∃u.Rk v ©Qh.

Given M = (∆, (It)t∈T), we say that an instant t ∈ T

encodes a configuration (qi, v1, v2) whenever QIti = ∆ and
|RItk | = vk, for k = 1, 2. We show the following:



Claim 7. For any M = (∆, (It)t∈T) that satisfies (S1)–
(D5), if t ∈ T encodes (qi, v1, v2) and (qi, v1, v2) ⇒M

(q′, v′1, v
′
2), then t+ 1 encodes (q′, v′1, v

′
2).

Proof of Claim. We consider the following cases.

• Suppose Ii = +(rk, qj). By (I4) with (S1), we have
Q
It+1

j = ∆, and thus q′ = qj . Note that, by (S2),

Q
It+1

j′ = ∅ for any j′ 6= j. Then, by (I1), aItk is de-

fined and aItk /∈ RItk . By (I2), RIt+1

k = RItk ∪ {a
It
k },

whence |RIt+1

k | = |RItk |+ 1, and so v′k = vk + 1. For the
other counter, by (I3), RIt+1

k
= RIt

k
, whence v′

k
= vk.

• Suppose Ii = −(rk, qj , qh). By (D4) with (S1), if RItk 6=
∅, then Q

It+1

j = ∆, and thus q′ = qj . Otherwise, if

RItk = ∅, then, by (D5) with (S1), QIt+1

h = ∆, and thus
q′ = qh. Note that in either case, by (S2), QIt+1

j′ = ∅ for
any other j′. We next deal with the values of counters. If
RItk 6= ∅, then, by (D1), bItk is defined and bItk ∈ RItk .
Then, by (D2), we have RIt+1

k = RItk \ {b
It
k }. It follows

that |RIt+1

k | = |RItk | − 1 and so v′k = vk − 1. On the
other hand, if RItk = ∅, then, by (D2), RIt+1

k = ∅ and so
v′k = vk = 0. For the other counter, by (D3), RIt+1

k
=

RIt
k

, whence v′
k

= vk.

So, in each case, t+ 1 encodes (q′, v′1, v
′
2).

It remains to encode the initial configuration and the ac-
ceptance condition. For the initial configuration, we two CIs

(O1) Q0 uRk v ⊥, for k = 1, 2;

Clearly, these two CIs ensure that the value of both counters
is 0 whenever the state is the initial state q0. For the non-
termination condition over (N, <) and the termination con-
dition over finite flows of time, we use the following CIs,
respectively:

(A1) QL v ⊥.
(A2) ¬©> v QL.

We claim that Q0 is satisfiable under OM over (N, <) iff
machine M never halts on (0, 0). Indeed, if Q0 is satisfi-
able under OM , then by (O1), moment 0 encodes config-
uration (q0, 0, 0). By Claim 7, moments 0, 1, 2, etc. en-
code configurations (qt, vt1, v

t
2) such that (qt, vt1, v

t
2) ⇒M

(qt+1, vt+1
1 , vt+1

2 ), for each t. By (A1), the halting state qL
is never reached, and so machine M does not halt on (0, 0).

Conversely, (q0, v01 , v
0
2) ⇒M . . . ⇒M (qt, vt1, v

t
2) ⇒M

. . . be the computation of M on input (0, 0), where q0 = q0
and v0k = 0, for k = 1, 2. We construct an interpretation
M = (∆, (It)t∈N) that satisfies Q0 under OM . Let ∆ be
a fixed countable set. Given t ∈ N and qt = qj , for some
0 ≤ i ≤ L, we set QIti = ∆ and QItj = ∅, for all j 6= i.
In addition, we set RI01 = RI02 = ∅. Then, for every instant
t ∈ N, we define the interpretations RIt+1

1 , RIt+1

2 , aItk , and
bItk inductively as follows.

• If qt = qi and Ii = +(rk, qj), then we choose some
d /∈ RItk and set aItk = d and RIt+1

k = RItk ∪ {d}; we
also choose an arbitrary bItk and set RIt+1

k
= RIt

k
.

• If qt = qi and Ii = −(rk, qj , qh), then we have two op-
tions:
– if RItk 6= ∅, then we choose an arbitrary e ∈ RItk and

set bItk = e and RIt+1

k = RItk \ {e};
– if RItk = ∅, then we choose an arbitrary bItk and set
R
It+1

k = RIt1 .

In either case, we also choose an arbitrary aItk and set
R
It+1

k
= RIt

k
.

It can be seen that M satisfies Q0 under OM .
Next, we claim that Q0 is satisfiable under OM over fi-

nite flows of time iff machine M halts on (0, 0). Indeed,
if Q0 is satisfiable under OM over some ([0, n], <), then
by (O1), moment 0 encodes configuration (q0, 0, 0). By
Claim 7, moments 0, 1, 2, . . . , n etc. encode configurations
(qt, vt1, v

t
2) such that (qt, vt1, v

t
2) ⇒M (qt+1, vt+1

1 , vt+1
2 ),

for each 0 ≤ t < n. By (A2), the state qn is the halting
state, qL, as required. The converse direction is similar to
the case of (N, <).
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